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JOTTINGS
Welcome Mr Bailey!
At the start of Week 6 in Term III, Edgecliff
Preparatory School were fortunate to
welcome their new Headmaster, Mr Simon
Bailey. Mr Bailey has been Headmaster of
Ashville Preparatory in Harrogate, England
since 2014.
We also welcome Mr Bailey’s wife Jan,
daughter Ella and son Oliver to the Grammar
community. At Mr Bailey’s first School
Assembly, he took the opportunity to share
with the boys and staff about some of his
experiences back home in Harrogate, his
previous visits to Australia and how he is
looking forward to getting to know everyone
at Edgecliff Preparatory.

On Top of the World
May 18, 2018 marked a very special day for
Will Sayer (OS 2011): he was successful in
reaching the summit of Mt Everest after a
previous attempt in 2014, raising donations
for the Australian Himalayan Foundation
totalling $9,850. Will recounts his once-in-alifetime moment:
“It started at 9:20 pm after a few hours
rest at C4. The night was long and gruelling,
getting colder and colder as we went up.
Finally, we reached the ‘balcony’ and things
began to change: we saw the curvature of
the earth reveal itself as the sun very slowly
edged itself closer to the horizon. Soon, after
a brilliant sunrise, we were climbing the
south summit where winds blew ice into my
oxygen mask, causing a few minutes of panic,
but thanks to a radio AUX cord I was able to
chip it clear. With winds easing and only an
hour to go together, we pushed on towards the

summit...
After an 11-hour climb, two months in the
mountains and a 5-year journey, we took
our last slow steps towards a prayer-flagged
summit. The realisation of this boyish dream
began to set in as memories returned and
emotions flowed. After the 2014 avalanche, I
had serious doubts if I’d ever make it up but
there I was and boy did that persistence finally
feel good.
Now, in case it sounds like I’m the hero,
I want to make it super clear that it’s the
Sherpas who really are the heroes. They carry
most of the loads, do the cooking and show
most of the smiles on an expedition like this.
If it wasn’t for the Sherpas, there’s no way I’d
have made it.”

Mr Bailey reading to Year 1 boys

Will Sayer, via his Facebook page WillClimbEverest
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JOTTINGS
CIS Cross Country Carnival

Steve Gonski Retires

On 14 June, as part of the GPS team 24 boys from the Grammar cross country squad
competed in the annual CIS cross country championship at Eastern Creek. Racing across age
divisions from 12–18 years, the boys performed well with the top 10 runners in each age
group qualifying for the state championships. Nicholas Barnes (I), Thomas Davies (V, third
place), Oliver Freeman (II, second place), Luc Jeffriess (III) and Elliot Metcalf (VI, first place)
all finished within the top 10. Benjamin Yates (VI) also qualified as a reserve in the 18 years
division.
In addition, Grammar received the team award in the 18-years category for the school with
the best four runners.

Cross Country Championships

Balmoral Burn
On Sunday 27 May, Grammar fielded two
teams in the Balmoral Burn. The course has
not changed: 420 metres up Awaba Street
in Mosman, one of the steepest streets in
Sydney. The four-boy relay was a fierce
competition with Grammar’s A and B team
running neck and neck with just 1 second
separating them by the end of the third leg.
The Grammar A team were in third place
with a 5-second deficit for the final run.
Fortunately, Elliot Metcalf (VI) ran a speedy
1 minute 38 second race to overtake the
competition and bring the trophy home with
a 3-second win over St Aloysius’ College.
The Grammar Bs put in a great performance
placing fourth out of 53 teams. Well done to
all boys!

Elliot Metcalf during the Balmoral Burn
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Edgecliff Prep master Mr Steve Gonski
is retiring at the end of 2018, being the
only master to have served under all six
Edgecliff Headmasters.
Commencing his association with
Edgecliff Prep as a Second Class pupil
in 1965, Steve was taught in the old
sandstone schoolhouse, on its original site
where the Edgecliff Centre now stands.
He went on to College Street, graduating
in 1975. After tertiary study and teaching
training he was employed initially as
Edgecliff’s first specialist PE teacher as
well as Science in Years 5 and 6. In 1981
he moved into classroom teaching and, in
the following 37 years (but for two years
overseas), taught more than 800 boys in
all primary grades. For the past 15 years,
Steve has also served as Year 5 Grade Coordinator.
A fierce advocate for the pupil allrounder, Steve was the first Debating master
and contributed significantly to games as a
dedicated cricket, rugby and football coach,
taking the First XI for over a decade. He
managed and toured with a School XI on
ten occasions to Tasmania, generating lively
cricket and lifelong memories for the boys.
As part of the ‘dynamic duo’ with Martin
Rossleigh (OS 1974), Steve inaugurated a
School tradition with the Gonsleigh Quiz
and WOW Holiday Camps, and encouraged
philanthropy among the boys through
charity fundraising. We thank him for
his service to his old School – he will be
missed.

Retiring Edgecliff Prep master Mr Steve Gonski

Globe Theatre Pop-Up
On 18 September, Third Form had the
rare opportunity of reconciling what can
be a somewhat detached study of the
thematic content of Shakespeare’s work
with the intensely dramatic nature of real
theatre at the Pop-up Globe’s production
of Macbeth.
Perhaps the highlight was the theatre itself:
modelled on Shakespeare’s Globe, the
seating arrangements accommodated some
scenes to be partially acted amongst the
‘groundlings’ to great effect. Additionally,
much to the audience’s bemusement,
the production did not hold back in the
violent scenes that characterise Macbeth
as arguably Shakespeare’s darkest play;
fake blood was used in abundance at
opportune moments and the cast did
not hesitate to liberally douse those
unfortunate enough to be sitting adjacent
to the stage.

Prefects’ Charity Events
Mufti day for Term III was on 27 August
this year and as usual there were some
colourful outfits on show on the Green
Zone before School. Other Prefect
charity events throughout 2018 included
a morning waffle stall and a friendly
Prefects’ basketball match against SCEGGS
Darlinghurst’s senior girls in the Grammar
Gymnasium. This year the Prefects are
supporting Youth Off The Streets and
raised over $41,000.

Lachlan Swaney
This year Lachlan Swaney (VI) has played
all AFL matches in the Under 18 National
Competition as well as a match in the team for
the Under 17s National Competition. He has
also played four matches for the Sydney Swans
Reserves team, which is the Seconds team for
the Swans professional side. Stay tuned …

UNSW Economics
Competition
This year’s competition saw the School
enter a record number of boys and they all
performed admirably with several winning
cash prizes. Our junior team, competing in
the division for boys in Form V and below,
had the greatest success with Liêm Grimes
(V) achieving first place in the State.
Other notable performers included William
Tudehope (V), Henry Xu (V) and James Hu
(V), who were placed in the State’s top 1.5
percent. In the senior section Henry Munns
(VI) and Benjamin Yates (VI) were also
placed in the top 1.5 percent.
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Chisholm Rifle Loan to
Anzac Memorial
On Saturday 20 October, the Anzac Memorial
in Hyde Park South unveiled their extension
project featuring a new underground
exhibition space and education centre that
were officially opened by Prince Harry and
Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex during
their tour to Australia.
The new facility holds an extensive
historical display and features Old Sydneian
Lt William Malcolm Chisholm (OS 1910) who
was the first Australian to die in World War I,
as an officer in the British Army. The Anzac
Memorial exhibition is displaying objects
associated with Lt Chisholm on extended
loan from our School Archives, including his
Lee Enfield rifle bequeathed by Chisholm’s
parents in 1922.

Mrs Li Gin (right) with the ISDA Primary A and B champions of 2018

ISDA Debating Triumph
It was an Independent Schools Debating Association season like no other! All eight of
Grammar’s teams, from College Street’s Senior A through to Edgecliff Preparatory School’s
Primary B sides, qualified for the octo-finals stage, with three making it through to the semifinals. Two teams then went on to the grand final and emerged as winners in their divisions:
Primary A defeated Kincoppal – Rose Bay, while Primary B won the day against Abbotsleigh.
Congratulations go to the Year 6 boys of the A team (Anthony El Hassan, Shyam Maharaj,
Joshua Mavrakis, Frederick McIsaac, William Powell and Stephen Sevastos) and the Year 6 B
team (Thomas Cranfield, William Ellis, Rhys Jones, Hari Kutty, Taj Macé and Martin Slobodetsky)
for achieving this extraordinary double championship. The strong coaching by both Mr James
Pacino (OS 2014 and Edgecliff alumni) and Mr Andreas Orsmond (OS 2016) was instrumental
to these wins. Edgecliff has previously experienced success in the Primary division in 2002,
2012 and 2016, but 2018 stands out as a year in which both the A and the B teams have proved
victorious. It is a fitting note for Mrs Li Gin to bow out on as she retires from her position as
Librarian and Debating Co-ordinator after 21 years at Edgecliff.

Vale, Richard Gill AO

Archibald Prize finalist portrait of Richard Gill
(2005) by Jasper Knight (OS 1996), enamel,
perspex and plywood on board
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We pay tribute to Richard Gill AO who died at his home on
28 October, 2018 after a year-long battle with cancer. Richard
was a champion of Australian music with no equal. As a
celebrated conductor, an educator of children, musicians and
curious audience members, he will be remembered for his
contagious energy and flamboyant rhetoric.
Richard has conducted several orchestras as part of
the Australian Combined Schools Music Festivals held
around the country that countless Grammar boys have
participated in over the years. Richard has also written two
operas, performed by Grammar pupils; Oedipus (1994)
and Beowulf (1997) with Claire Scott-Mitchell. Richard’s
son Anthony Gill (OS 1995) is also currently teaching at
Grammar in the Modern Languages department.
Richard’s energetic and unrelenting work in
developing young musicians and creating opportunities
for them is recognised worldwide. His passing is a
profound loss for Australian music and music education.

The Physics Olympiad team at Universidade de Lisboa with Hugo MacCahon-Boersma third from left

International Science Olympiads
In July, two Form VI boys took time off from studying for their Trial Examinations to represent
Australia in the International Science Olympiads. Hosted by a different country each year, these
intense competitions see students compete in practical and theory exams vying for individual
gold, silver or bronze medals. For Kieran Connor and Hugo McCahon-Boersma, this represented
the culmination of more than 18 months’ work and dedication. Kieran represented Australia
in the International Chemistry Olympiad held jointly in Slovakia and the Czech Republic,
and Hugo represented Australia in the International Physics Olympiad held in Portugal. After
two five-hour examinations, Kieran was awarded a silver medal and Hugo received gold –
Australia’s first gold medal in Physics for 12 years.

Michael Bishop Award
In July, six Form V boys were
invited to take part in the 2018 Michael
Bishop Award programme at the
University of Sydney. Nathan Chan,
Jacky Chai, Daniel Rebello, Tom
Harrison-Brown, Francis McLoughlin
and Stuart Rich (all pictured right)
worked with academics in the School
of Chemistry and the Nicholson
At the Vibration Spectroscopy Unit in the
Museum on independent research
University of Sydney ()
projects. The projects included
identification of pigment samples
recovered from ancient Sumerian settlements
in Ur, an analysis of spin-crossover
temperature in a metal-organic framework,
and the characterisation of coffin beads
found in the ancient Egyptian coffin of MerNeith-it-es. The boys reported their work in
a written thesis and an oral presentation, and
on this basis Nathan Chan was ultimately
awarded the 2018 Michael Bishop Award for
his analysis of titanium dioxide phases for
artificial photosynthesis.

State and National Titration
Competitions
In June, 18 boys in Forms V and VI competed
at the University of Sydney in the Royal
Australian Chemical Institute Incorporated
NSW Titration Competition, against more
than 1300 students from around NSW. In
this competition, students compete in teams
of three and have two hours to accurately
determine the concentration of a solution.
Each competitor is given an error score, so
the goal is to achieve the lowest possible
error score. We achieved some outstanding
individual results, including a perfect score
of 0 for Harry Thawley (VI), and scores of 1
for both Orson Cairns and Benjamin Zhang
(both VI). In addition, one of our Form VI
teams qualified for the National Competition
with a team score of less than 50. Oliver
Hervir, Carlin Patel and Damon Wan (all VI)
competed in the gruelling three-hour national
competition held at the University of New
South Wales, and were all ultimately awarded
silver medals.
Above: Damon Wan, Oliver Hervir and Carlin
Patel (all VI) at the National Competition

Stuart Rich (V)

Oliver Hervir (VI) practising for the National
Titration Competition
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Sholto Douglas wins bronze
with Australian Fencing Team
At the Open Asian Championships in
Bangkok earlier this year, Sholto Douglas (OS
2013) won Bronze in the Men’s Foil Team
event – the first time ever for Australia. He
also maintained his Top 50 individual world
ranking. Sholto’s interest in fencing started
while at Grammar: “[I] tried it out at school in
2008, I enjoyed it and started training harder
with the School and with [coach] Antonio
Signorello at the end of 2009, which is when
I really fell in love with the sport.”
There is no doubt we will hear more
about Sholto and his fencing success in the
future.

On the podium at the Asian Fencing Chmpionships

PIAC Lectures

Tackling Mental Health

On 7 August, Sydney Grammar School hosted
the Public Interest Advocacy Centre’s (PIAC)
second discussion forum event in the Alastair
Mackerras Theatre.
PIAC is an independent non-profit legal
centre, providing legal assistance, policy
advice and training as well as conducting
test cases and strategic litigation in the public
interest, to create positive change in the
lives of people who are disadvantaged and
marginalised.
Topics that have so far been explored
in the lectures held at Grammar have
included how to tackle taboos, stigma and
discrimination around the important social
issues of homelessness and mental health.
PIAC’s CEO Jonathan Hunyor (OS 1989)
and current parent was our guest speaker at
Speech Day in 2017.
www.piac.asn.au

For the past three years Grammar rugby has
participated in the ‘One Sock, One Goal’
campaign together with The Armidale School.
This initiative is designed to start positive
conversations around mental health and
wellbeing by encouraging sporting teams
in schools, universities and the community
to wear bright socks to help overcome
the stigma of openly talking about mental
health issues. The Grammar First XV played
Armidale on Saturday 4 August at Weigall in
support of this very worthwhile cause.
At the same Saturday fixture and with
the assistance of the Women’s and Fathers’
Associations, Grammar also raised much
needed funds for drought-affected farmers by
participating in the ‘Buy a Bale’ campaign.
For further information about the Buy a
Bale or BATYR campaigns, please visit
www.batyr.com.au/one-sock-one-goal and
www.buyabale.com.au

Justice Kirby Addresses LAH House
The Honourable Michael Kirby AC CMG, was
a visitor at Grammar on 15 August to address
a combined house meeting. Justice Kirby, a
High Court Judge between 1996 and 2009 and
guest speaker at Grammar’s Speech Day in
2009, is the ‘second cousin, once removed’ of
College Street Housemaster, Dr Luke Harley.
Dr Harley invited him to Grammar to speak
to our boys about sexual equality, Aboriginal
rights and the White Australia policy.
Justice Kirby spoke with his usual
eloquence and conviction, and those in
attendance will long remember his words of
wisdom. Mr Tom Watkins and Dr Harley are
planning for Justice Kirby to return to the
School in 2019 to address boys on the subject
of North Korea.
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L-R: Mr Klaus Ossowski, Mr Tom Watkins, The Hon. Michael Kirby and Dr Luke Harley

Vale, Luke Liang
Respected Sydney musician Luke Liang
(OS 2007), who was known for his work
with indie-rockers Papa vs Pretty, has
passed away at the age of 28.
Joining Papa vs Pretty as guitarist
and keyboardist back in 2013, Luke
Liang stayed with the group until their
2014 breakup. Following the group’s
dissolution, Liang moved on to session
work, which saw him perform music
with some huge names, including Nicole
Millar, Guy Sebastian, Japanese Wallpaper,
Jack River, and Jarryd James, to name
just a few. He was touring as a full-time
musician while studying for a law degree.
Housemaster Mr Slater remembers Luke:
“Luke was an extremely popular young
man among his peers, as a warm and
humble young man of prodigious musical
talents. He could play piano and he
dazzled on guitar…It was no surprise that
the former Captain of Music followed his
musical dreams …”
Gus Gardiner (OS 2008) was in the
band Papa vs Pretty with Luke. Another
bandmate Tom Myers reflects: “After
the band broke up, Luke became the
absolute go-to session guy. Quite simply,
he was the best. Keys, guitar, every other
instrument … If you were lucky enough to
see Luke play, you’d understand.” There
has been an outpouring of grief for Luke
both in the Australian music sphere and in
the Grammar community.

Nicholas Kennedy Studies with Bernd Glemser
Nicholas Kennedy (OS 2014) was a finalist
in The Sydney Eisteddfod: John Allison &
Kawai Piano Scholarship (16–25 years). He
also attended a summer masterclass for piano
in Germany with world-renowned pianist
Professor Bernd Glemser at the end of July.
This opportunity was a dream come true
for Nicholas. Having previously gleaned
insider secrets into the world of piano
from artists Inge Rosar, Sa Chen, Natasha
Vlassenko and Wolfgang-Emanuel Schmidt,
he is very aware of the benefits of mentors.
Scholarships such as these provide
a chance to test skills and confidence,
and act as a stepping stone to additional
opportunities. Nicholas plans to complete
his honours degree at the Sydney
Conservatorium followed by a Masters.

Nicholas Kennedy (OS 2014),
photo courtesy of WinkiPoP Media

Marcus Shaw (IV) off to a good start in the 800m

Jack Zimmerman (VI) about to put his shot

Charlie Veeneklaas (III) easily clearing the bar

Athletics Success
The 123rd AAGPS Athletics Championships
were held at Sydney Olympic Park Athletics
Centre on Saturday 22 September.
Congratulations to the following boys who
achieved first, second or third place: Elliot
Metcalf (VI), first place Open 1,500 metres;
Thomas Davies (V), first place Open 3,000
metres and second place Under 17 1,500

metres; Charlie Veeneklaas (III), first place
Under 15 High Jump; Luc Jeffriess (III), third
place Under 14 1,500 metres; Oliver Freeman
(III), third place Under 14 1,500 metres;
Hunter Folkes (II), second place Under 15
High Jump; and Milo Abrahams (I), first place
Under 13 Long Jump.
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The Reverend
John G Beer

Morris Gleitzman Readers’ Cup winners Matthew McLellan,
Ravi Gupta, Angus Peace and Jeremy Stewart (all Grade 4)

Books Arrrr Treasure!
Book Week always brings a sense of fun and
festivity to St Ives Preparatory School and
2018 was no different. The Children’s Book
Council of Australia (CBCA) theme, ‘Find
Your Treasure’, came to life in so many ways,
with both boys and staff enjoying getting into
the spirit of the festival.
Australian Children’s Laureate for 2018–
2019, Morris Gleitzman, opened our Book
Week celebrations. An impressive array of
authors, illustrators and performers were
invited to conduct sessions throughout the
week, including: Deborah Abela, Mick Elliott,
Libby Gleeson, Anna Fienberg, Lesley Gibbes,
Gabriel Evans, Matt Cosgrove, Sarah Davis
and Mark Greenwood.

Book-themed activities included the Morris
Gleitzman Readers’ Cup, with boys in Years
4–6 competing in a trivia competition that
tested their knowledge of characters and
themes from six of Morris Gleitzman’s books.
Boys also enjoyed The Owl’s Apprentice
shadow puppet show, Turbans, Ties and
Turkish Slippers by Bronwyn Vaughan and
the Treasure Hunt! performance that used
CBCA shortlisted books in an interactive
show about sustainability and the importance
of books and reading. The week culminated
in a highly entertaining Book Week Assembly
for all boys and of course the annual book
character dress-up parade.

Reverend Dr John Beer, Grammar English
master from 1971 to 1991, sadly passed
away 23 September 2018, aged 86.
An ordained priest of the Anglican
Church, John was appointed Second
English Master in 1975, and was a longserving Senior Assistant Examiner in
English for the Higher School Certificate.
John founded the Political Science Club
which thrived during the 1970’s and he
organised a social work project which
ran for ten years at St Francis’ School in
Paddington where groups of Grammar
boys ran an after-school play centre.
Debating also flourished at Grammar
under John who dedicated an immense
amount of time and energy to it from
1973 until 1986. During his time as
Master-in-Charge, the School began to
participate in competitions outside the
GPS, perhaps most significantly the
Independent Schools’ Debating Association
Competition. John was elected Chairman
of the GPS Debating Association for six
years and he was instrumental in changing
and adapting regulations in a way that led
to a regeneration of interest in debating
generally.
John was also elected a Fellow of St
Paul’s College within the University of
Sydney in 1980 and maintained strong
links with St James’ Church, King Street,
where he served as an Honorary Assistant
Priest since 1976.

Acting Up
Callum Treanor (II) was awarded
second place at the Sydney
Eisteddfod Actors Championship
held at NIDA on Sunday 12 August.
This was the second year running
Callum has come second in a pool
of awe-inspiring talent. Callum had
nine minutes to impress the judges,
reciting the war poem A Small Pain
in my Chest by Michael Mack and
performing as the Charles Dickens’
character, the Artful Dodger.
Rev. Beer (right) with the Under 14 winners of the
City of Sydney Eisteddfod Waitoto Shield in 1986
Callum Treanor (II) as the ‘Artful Dodger’
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Back to School for
Former Wallaby
On 4 September, former Wallaby
David Emanuel (OS 1951) paid
a visit to the School, sharing his
extensive scrapbooks with the
School Archives and meeting
Grammar rugby staff and coaches.
Emanuel played in the second
row in nine Rugby Union tests
for Australia, including five on
the 1957–58 tour of the British Isles and France. David
had not been back to Grammar since he left in 1951.
Material in David’s scrapbooks will aid the compilation
of a book on the history of Grammar rugby by Jim
Cattlin (OS 1961) and fellow Old Sydneians Max Hill
(OS 1962) and James Barkell (OS 1963).

L-R: Dr Stephen Tong, Max Hill, David Emanuel, Mr Lachlan Fear and Jim Cattlin
Left: Wallaby David Emanuel with his Grammar rugby Second XV team in 1950

Artist-in-Residence from
Bell Shakespeare
For eight chilly days in August the Drama
department had their first Artist-inResidence, Christopher Tomkinson from Bell
Shakespeare. Christopher, who is an actor,
director and teaching artist, leapt through our
doors with abounding energy and incredible
knowledge of The Bard. He inspired the
Third and Fourth Form academic Drama boys
to realise the words of Shakespeare and make
them come alive.
During his visit the boys workshopped
and rehearsed a performance of Macbeth,
quite a feat in such a short period of time.
Despite the ‘thunder, lighting and rain’, the
indoor-outdoor promenade performance was
a success, as audiences explored the deep
dark crevices of the School grounds.
Rohan Chapman Davies (OS 2009) with Lower School boys in Big School

OS Olympic Skier Visits Lower School Assembly
Rohan Chapman-Davies (OS 2009) visited Lower School Assembly in September to talk to the
Form I boys about his experiences competing for Australia in the 2018 Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, South Korea. Rohan, a moguls skier, had an excellent message for the boys as
he described the sacrifices he has made in order to make it in his sport. He told us about the
work required to both ski for Australia and pursue a career in the financial world. He advised
the boys to always be accountable for their own actions, as well as urging them to enjoy life at
Grammar and grasp every opportunity that comes their way, because it all goes by so quickly.
The boys asked Rohan lots of good questions and enjoyed seeing footage from his Olympic
events (not to mention some of his more spectacular crashes!). Rohan also presented the Under
13 rugby and football Best and Fairest winners with their trophies and medals, as well as some
of our fencers with medals they have won in recent competitions. It was a pleasure to welcome
him back to School and to hear his engaging talk.

Cast of Macbeth, on the move
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Prof. Clark Awarded
European Prize for
Political Culture
Congratulations to historian and Regius
Professor Sir Christopher Clark (OS
1978) for winning the European Prize for
Political Culture, awarded by the Hans
Ringier Foundation in Ascona, Switzerland.
Wolfgang Schäuble, President of the
German Bundestag, paid tribute to the
prize winner with the following words:
“For Christopher Clark, history is like
the Oracle of Delphi: it offers mysterious,
enigmatic stories. It is only by attempting
to understand and explain these stories
that we deepen our understanding of
today’s problems. If history is an oracle,
then Christopher Clark is its seasoned
attendant, almost a high priest of
profound interpretation of sources, clever
analysis, stringent reasoning and rousing
descriptions. A European perspective is
central to his historical work. He thereby
contributes to an understanding of
European history and to a European
consciousness – something we need more
urgently than ever.”
Sir Christopher Clark was the guest
speaker at Grammar’s 2013 Speech Day.

Theatresports
Grammar launched itself
onto the improvisational
stage with their first
ever entries into the
Theatresports Schools
Challenge, organised by
Impro Australia.
Theatresports is an
improvised theatre
experience where teams
compete against each
other in 1, 2 and 3 minute
rounds, performing within
set parameters which are
then scored by judges for
narrative, entertainment
and technique. It’s
terrifying, tough and sometimes traumatic but
simultaneously hilarious because you never
know what might happen.
Grammar’s newly formed Impro Club
gives boys of all abilities the chance to refine
their improvising skills. These include making
and accepting offers, extending moments,
advancing the story, and working together as
a team.

L-R: Felix Parker, Eli Narev, Max Matison
and Arnold Walsh (all V)

We always knew that Grammar boys
had the quick wit and humour to perform
under this pressure. Our Senior team made
it to the Grand Final at the Enmore Theatre,
competing against schools with a long history
in this theatrical sport. Our Intermediate team
also had a successful run, making it to their
divisional final and our Junior team is raring
to go and will compete towards the end of
Term IV.

The largest ever double reed band world record attempt

Five Days in Bassoon Paradise

Historian and Regius Professor
Sir Christopher Clark (OS 1978)
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In late September, 1,500 oboe and bassoon
players from 40 countries gathered in the
picturesque city of Granada in southern
Spain for the 47th Annual Conference of
the International Double Reed Society.
This involved an intensive week of solo
and chamber music recitals, masterclasses,
lectures and a large exhibit area full of
double reed instruments, products and music.
Edgecliff Preparatory music master
Claire Payne was selected to give a lecture
at the conference on ‘Teaching Fagottino’.
These instruments, also known as mini
bassoons, are smaller and lighter than full-

sized bassoons and enable players to begin
learning at a much younger age. They are the
key to the success of our bassoon programme
at Grammar.
After a week of discovering new repertoire
and attending evening concerts with worldrenowned artists in the Alhambra district’s
Auditorio Manuel de Falla, 511 musicians
gathered under floodlights to attempt the
Guinness World Record for the largest ever
Double Reed Band. An hour-long concert
followed, culminating at midnight with cheers
and tumultuous applause as the record was
smashed!

Farewelling
Paul Isherwood

All Blacks Train at Weigall
On the morning of 16 August, Edgecliff Preparatory School Year 6 boys and staff headed over
to Weigall 3 ground to watch the All Blacks rugby team during their training session on our
world-class sportsground.
Other teams that have either trained or played on Weigall sportgrounds in the past have
been the Rugby Union British Lions and Irish Loins, Australian Wallabies and NSW Waratahs,
NRL teams the Sydney Roosters and Melbourne Storm for their Grand Final preparation; a
Union and League ‘Wallabies v Sydney Roosters’ hybrid game and the AFL’s Sydney Swans.

Grammar at
St Vincent’s Clinical
School
Ten Grammar boys, accompanied by
Mr Peter Whild, visited St Vincent’s
Clinical School in September to
discover what studying medicine
was really like. The boys spent an
afternoon at the Clinical School
as arranged by Professor Allan
Spigelman and they thoroughly
enjoyed taking each other’s
blood pressure, practising making
plaster casts, and identifying and
understanding other clinical signs and
procedures. They learned about life
as a medical student, including the
many demands and equal rewards.

On 27 October, Former Chairman of
Trustees Mr Paul DR Isherwood AO FCA,
lost his two-year battle with cancer, being
farewelled by family and friends at an
overflowing memorial service in Mosman
on 1 November. Paul was a Trustee of the
School for 17 years from 1978–1994 with
the last five serving as Chairman, while
simultaneously holding various executive
positions in the corporate sector.
Mr Isherwood’s attended Miss van
Heuckelum’s Edgecliff Preparatory School
in 1945, from which he came to College
Street from 1951–1956. He was President
of the Grammar Foundation in the early
eighties, becoming a Trustee in 1978
and Chairman in 1990. Paul’s time as
Trustee spanned a very active building
period at the School, overseeing the
construction of the Stanley Street building,
Alastair Mackerras Theatre, the complete
restoration of the South Blacket Wing and
historic Science Lab building, as well as
the construction of the AB ‘Banjo’ Paterson
Library and Masters’ Common Room,
among many other projects.
The popular and personable Paul was
an excellent communicator who loved
Grammar to the bone and will be missed
by all who knew him.

Having fun making plaster casts

Chairman of Trustees Paul Isherwood and wife
Suzanne, in 1990
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Grease
Alastair Mackerras Theatre, 13-16 June
Director Dr Douglas Wilson reports on the spectacular 2018 Grammar musical.
That something a little remarkable was
happening with Grease was obvious from
the outset, when, towards the end of 2017,
one hundred students from three schools
gave us four particularly long afternoons
of auditions. As we discovered, the
existence of the famous film version meant
that the production came with a kind of
borrowed glamour, and the excitement that
rippled through all involved turned out
to be unceasing. We were able to field a
remarkably talented cast and chorus, and,
months later and before sold out audiences in
the AMT, they delivered their own distinctive
Grease, fun and funny and rambunctious but
with touches of realism and pathos, too.
On and off the stage the ensemble was led
very ably by Joshua Lowinger (VI), whose
comic sense cleverly undermined Danny
Zuko’s machismo and helped establish the
show’s more nuanced tone. Max Danta (V)
as Kenickie gave the T-Birds a ballast of
brooding muscularity; Arnold Walsh (V) was
convincing - and convincingly unsettling
– as a seedy Sonny; Oliver Fair (V) drew
Max Danta (V) as Kenickie
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laughs with his blundering Roger; and
Oscar Seifried (IV) amused with his overeager, coltish Doody. That these boys so
effortlessly inhabited the stage as a group of
teasing, rough-housing mid-century American
teenagers was testament to the thoughtfulness
of their acting and their tireless attention
to detail. In support, Max Matison (V) was
appropriately annoying as Eugene; Damon
Wan (VI) as Vince Fontaine was a picture
of polished smarminess; Lochie Sholl (VI)
successfully channelled his inner rock-deity
as Johnny Casino; and Kiran Gupta (VI) was
superbly absurd as the show-stopping Teen
Angel. Grammar’s great depth of instrumental
talent was also on full display, with Mr
Gaske’s eight-piece band energetically
rock-and-rolling its way through twentyfour songs. (A shout-out here to drummer
Krishnan Nayanar (V) for his willingness to
provide our dancers with a rehearsal beat.)
Once again the technical team was held
together by our unflappable stage manager,
Corey Blyth (V).

The cast of Grease

Josh Lowinger (VI, centre) as Danny with fellow T-Birds

Lachie Sholl (VI) as Johnny Casino

Sophie Blades (centre) as Sandy with
Patty and the Pink Ladies

Nathalie Wild and Kiran
Gupta (VI) with female chorus

And as for the girls from Ascham and
SCEGGS – we felt blessed from the beginning
to know that we had such fine, talented
performers at hand. Sophie Blades graced
the show with a voice of remarkable purity
and gave us a sweet and slightly goofy
Sandy, and Isabella Wilson’s moody and
comically aggressive Rizzo sang with raw,
heartfelt power. The remaining Pink Ladies
were not to be outdone with any ease: Marie
Karantanis unleashed the voice of a Disney
princess as Marty, and, together with an often
incandescent Nathalie Wilder as Frenchy,
danced up a storm of rare quality. As the
last member of the group, Georgie Hawkins’
Jan was endearingly and amusingly earnest.
They were very effectively supported by
Elodie Jakes as the ever-perky Patty, Maddie
Kowalenko as the wonderfully awkward
Miss Lynch, and the versatile Teya Phillips
doubling up as both the Radio Voice and the
colourfully gauche Cha-Cha. And a special
mention for the chorus members: they sang

The ensemble

with enthusiasm and worked heroically on
choreography that was intense and difficult
and often left them exhausted.
Talent mixed with hard work is a potent
thing, and our long rehearsal process was
filled with moments where it felt like we’d
suddenly conjured something quite magical
out of thin air; as director, it felt like a
privilege just to sit and watch. But more
than that, these remarkable boys and girls
turned out to be as amiable and endearing
as they were talented: they cared about their
individual performances but they also cared
about each other, and if Grease succeeded
in conveying a sense of youthful exuberance
and joyousness, it was precisely because
those qualities were real and felt, not merely
performed. When the lights went up on
opening night, the only thing capable of
matching their excitement for what they were
about to perform was the pleasure of the
experiences that they had already managed
to share.

“We were able to field a
remarkably talented cast
and chorus, and, months
later and before sold out
audiences in the AMT,
they delivered their own
distinctive Grease.”
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Volleyball Tour of Italy
To help celebrate Grammar’s twentieth year of volleyball, twenty boys with Mr Alan
Campbell, Mr Sam Woodward and Ms Trinh Loi, undertook a 15-day tour of Italy in the
June–July holidays. Words by Ms Trinh Loi, Oliver Ma (IV) and Peter Taurian (V).

From top left: Lochlann Doyle (V), Marcus Allan (IV),
Quentin So (IV), Peter Taurian (V), Hugh Lam (V),
Jared Adams (V), Mikey Grogan (V), Aaron Heydon (IV)
and Sam Cleary (V).
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When one considers Italy, Volleyball may
not be the most obvious thought. However,
for the twenty Grammar boys invited to
participate in its second overseas tour, it was
the competitive standard and the passion
exhibited by all eleven Italian teams we
played that created the greatest impression.
Through the course of these matches,
it was clear that our quality of play and
passion for the game improved immensely.
In the opening four matches in and around
the city of Milan, against New Volley from
Bollate and Volley Bottanuco, our volleyball
was characterised by outstanding individual
performances, but lacked the speed and
precision of the Italians.
The following fixtures in Modena were the
most challenging. With our B team playing
a team from Modena Volley, one of the best
volleyball clubs in the world, and both teams
pitting themselves against an adult men’s

team from Soliea Volley, we were given the
opportunity to experience a totally different
level of volleyball to any team back in
Australia.
The final fixtures against Volley
Zagarolo and Volley School Ardea Aprilia
were the most enjoyable of the tour. In a
demonstration of skill and perseverance, our
B side were able to win their final two games
in Italy, a feat deserving of the highest praise.
The A team too was able to dominate, ending
the tour with a four-set match which was
won in points.
Yet we can’t forget to mention the many
enjoyable hours touring across one of the
most beautiful countries in the world. Our
first stop was Milan, where we not only had
the chance to see sights such as the Duomo
di Milano and the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele,
but also to meet our legendary tour guides.
Following our first fixtures, we had a few

The group in Rome

Oliver Ma (IV)

day trips around Milan, including a day at
Lake Como. A crystal clear lake set against
the backdrop of the Alps and lined with
luxurious villas, the scenery of Lake Como
was unmissable, and undoubtedly was one
of the most outstanding highlights of the
tour. On our way to Vicenza from Milan, we
stopped at Lake Garda and Verona, famous
for being the setting of Shakespeare’s Romeo
and Juliet.
Naturally, Venice was another highlight,
where we had a guided tour around St
Mark’s Square and were afforded the chance
to explore its intricate maze of canals and
bridges. The last leg of the tour took us
south to Florence, Rome and the Vatican.
The boys were immersed in Italian history
and culture dating back hundreds of years,
visiting Florence Cathedral, St Peter’s Basilica,
the Sistine Chapel, the Colosseum and Trevi
Fountain.
This was not only a tour of the sights of
antiquity, art and food of Italy but also of
the strong volleyball culture that has placed
the nation fourth in the world volleyball
rankings. Special moments such as appearing
in the local Modena newspaper and being
met by Zagarolo’s town mayor added to our
unique experience, with the squad returning
to Sydney after two exciting weeks in which
we learnt some valuable volleyball lessons
and also discovered the cultural and historical
side of this beautiful country.

Venezia

“This was not only a tour of the sights of
antiquity, art and food of Italy but also of the
strong volleyball culture that has placed the
nation fourth in the world volleyball.”
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MUSICAL NOTES
Director of Music Mr Paul Gaske keeps us up to date with Grammar’s music news.

School Choir, Term II Concert

Goodbye Sixth Form!

Big Band, Term II Concert

The Term III Concert was the final
performance for many of the Form VI boys.
In the same week, we also farewelled these
boys at the annual Music Dinner in Big
School. The room was beautifully decorated
by the Music Association and was a fitting
send-off for the boys.
Eight boys from Grammar’s 2018 Music
cohort have also been nominated for NESA’s
Encore concert at the Sydney Opera House,
where the most outstanding performances
from the HSC performance examinations are
showcased.

Grammarphones

School Orchestra,
Term II Concert

AMCO performing at the Term III Concert

School Concerts
The annual Form V Music Competition was judged
this year by Taryn Fiebig from Opera Australia
and Craig Scott from the Sydney Conservatorium
of Music. A large number of boys competed in
the Jazz, Vocal and Instrumental sections. Selected
boys then performed in the finals evening, with
Piers Hobkirk (V) winning the Jazz section on
drums, Felix Parker (V) the vocal section and
Christian Fane (V) the instrumental section, on the
marimba. Second and third place went to Ethan
Yeung (V) and Justin Son (V), respectively.
Both the Term II and Term III concerts once
again showcased the hard work and talents of
Grammar’s Senior music ensembles.
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Above: The Form VI Music Dinner

Above: Dr Busan conducting the
Zephyr Ensemble at the NSW
Band Championships
Right: Daniel Lin and; Alex Fan
(II) in front of the St Aloysius’
College organ with his First Prize
certificate

James Hamilton-Kane (V), Jean Luc
Barbara (VI) and Ronan Davis (V)

Band Tour to Regional NSW

External Music Competitions
Zephyr and Wind Ensemble both performed
at the NSW Band Championships in
July at Verbruggen Hall in the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. Both groups
directed by Dr Robert Busan were presented
with Gold Awards.
Grammar was very well represented
at the prestigious Ku-ring-Gai Concerto
Competition. Milo Abrahams (I) and Daniel
Lin (III) competed in the Junior section
with Daniel being awarded first place and
Milo as runner-up. Benett Tsai (III) was the
winner of the Senior section last year (and
overall champion) and as part of his prize
he performed as featured soloist with the
orchestra as part of their 2018 concert series.
Musical duo Waynne Kwon (OS 2013)
and cellist Benett Tsai (III) progressed to the
semi-final round of the ABC Young Performers
Awards, held at the City Recital Hall, Angel
Place in July. This is Australia’s most illustrious
musical performance competition for
instrumentalists under the age of 30.
Alex Fan of (II) won First prize at the
Sydney Organ Music Society’s annual

competition for organists under 16 years,
held in the chapel of St Aloysius’ College
at Milsons Point during the October school
holidays. Performing music of Nikolaus
Bruhns and Charles Callahan, Alex was
playing in his first competition, against
students of greater age and experience. Part
of his prize will be an invitation to perform
on the Grand Organ of Sydney Town Hall in
December.
Sean Weatherly of Form I has achieved
some excellent results in Eisteddfod
competitions in and around Sydney this year:
Wollongong Eisteddfod – first for Classical or
Romantic String Solo section;
St George Instrumental Eisteddfod, First
for 12 years and under Etude or Study section
and first for 12 years and under Junior
Championship; The Sydney Eisteddfod – first
for The Wenkart Foundation Junior Violin
(Under 15) section and Selected to perform
in the ‘Alf and Pearl Pollard Memorial
Instrumental Awards for performance
Excellence’ (11–15 years).

At the end of Term II, 46 boys gave up part
of their holidays to participate in this year’s
band tour to the Tumut and Tumbarumba
regions of NSW. Under the direction of Dr
Robert Busan, the band mastered the whole
one-hour programme in just 24 hours before
giving six concerts and two workshops to
hundreds of appreciative primary school
pupils in the region.
To say the response from each school was
enthusiastic would be an understatement, as
the band literally had the audiences dancing
in the aisles. Feedback from the host schools
was overwhelmingly positive and they all
remarked on how it was obvious that the
musicians from Grammar loved performing
and sharing their music.

Left: Eleven boys performed with
the Sydney Philharmonia Choir
at the Opera House in Verdi’s
Requiem.
Below: Sean Weatherly Form I

Grammar boys tutoring Tumut Public School
band members
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Rusticatio Australiana
Five Grammar Latin masters took part in a Latin speaking camp in Kangaroo Valley
over five days during the recent July holidays to hone their Latin-speaking skills.
nemo est eorum qui ad litteras antiquas
Graecas et Latinas incumbunt hisque gaudent
maxime quin sciat Vergilium primum
invenisse Arcadiam neque ullam exstitisse
Arcadiam ante Vergilium. nonne enim eam
pulcherrimam ac pinguem terram quae
capris pastoribusque carmina componentibus
ac cantantibus abundans ceteris praestat
totiensque in somnis ante nos iacere videtur
ingenium illud mirabile poetae optimi maximi
finxit? tamen cantabitis, inquit, Arcades…
montibus haec vestris; soli cantare periti
Arcades. quibus versibus auditis et aliis
similibus qui docent tam caros esse Musis
pastores qui per montes saltusque illius
Arcadiae vagantur ut haud raro arte carmina
componendi cantandique ab iis instruantur,
quis nostrum statim illuc proficiscendi studio
non ardet ut ipse Arcas subito factus se totum
artibus dedat? quinque igitur magistris huius
ludi venerabilissimi, Nathan Bottomley (Furio
duci illustrissimo nostro), Antonio Gibbins,
Philippo Saidio, Christophoro Nelsoni (Leoni),
Alexandro Briliano (Domitio Ahenobarbo),
quos in imagine luce picta videre licet, eodem
studio ardentibus visum est feriis qui mense
Iulio praeterierunt diebus se coniungere
cuidam gregi hominum doctissimorum qui
in animo habuerant versari quinque dies in
saltibus et silvis et montibus eius regionis
prope vallem halmaturorum exercendi causa
se arte loquendi Latine tantum. noster enim
Antonius, vir acerrimus, rerum studiosus
novarum in ratione docendi notissimusque
multis eorum, qui in statibus
foederatis Americae huius artis periti
sunt, consilio capto callidissimo
linguam Latinam viva voce
proferendam fovendi plures principes
horum Americanorum invitaverat ut
nobis Antipodibus in hanc terram
advecti novam ac optimam rationem
hunc in modum colendae linguae

Above: Loeb Classical Library logo and
loeb classical text example
Right: Nathan (Furius) Bottomley, Alexander Brilianus
(Domitius Ahenobarbus), Christophorus Nelson
(Leo), Antonius Gibbins, Philippus Saidius
Mr Bottomley, Dr Bril, Dr Nelson, Mr Gibbins
and Mr Saidi
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All lovers of classical literature know that
it was Vergil who discovered Arcadia and
that before Vergil there was no Arcadia. For
did not the incomparable genius of the best
and greatest poet create that most beautiful
and fecund land, a land abounding in goats
and poet-shepherds singing their songs,
a land that excels all others and appears
so often to us in our dreams? “Yet ye will
sing,” quoth he, “Ye Arcadians these songs
in your mountains; ye Arcadians who alone
have skill to sing.” These verses and others
instruct us that the shepherds wandering
over the mountains and woodlands of that
Arcadia are loved to such an extent by the
Muses that they easily acquire the art of
composing and singing poetry. Who, then,
among us would not want to set out for
that land at once and become an Arcadian
and devote himself entirely to the arts? For
this reason, five masters of this most august
school, Nathan Bottomley (Furius, our most
illustrious Subject Master), Anthony Gibbins,
Phillip Saidi, Christopher Nelson (Leo), and
Alexander Bril (Domitius Ahenobarbus)
decided to take part in the recent July
holidays in an erudite Latin speaking camp
for five days in the woodlands, forests and
mountains near Kangaroo Valley to practise
their Latin-speaking skills. Mr Gibbins,
a most proactive gentleman, and a most
innovative educator, well-known to many
Americans who are expert in this practice of
Latin speaking, invited some of the leading
Americans to come our country and show
us the most cutting-edge and effective
techniques for cultivating this practice of
living Latin. We masters of Grammar departed
from the city and lived for five days in the
country with 30 others, speaking Latin only.
The Americans are accustomed to call military
service, so to speak, in a camp like this a

Latinae monstrent. quae cum ita sint, nos
magistri grammatici ludi Sydneyensis, profecti
ab urbe, ruri quinque dies cum triginta aliis
hac lege habitabamus ut loqui nisi Latine
nefas esset. mereri stipendia, ut ita dicam, in
castris huiusmodi solent Americani appellare
‘rusticari’, et is qui ‘rusticationem’ fecit dicitur
quendam cursum studiorum in grege eorum
Latine tantum loquentium ruri confecisse.
nam illi pastores Arcades Vergilii sunt nobis
documento ut eos decere qui artes liberales
ac litteras summa humanitate praeditas colere
velint ex urbe profectos rus ubi Musas versari
ac saltare delectat. ergo quinque dies vallis
halmaturorum mense Iulio resonabat vocibus
sonisque Latinis, ubi cotidie loquebamur
de rebus hodiernis Latine, ut de cibis
parandis, de vestibus, de muneribus, de
familia, et de aliis rebus. accedit quod de
scriptoribus quibusdam quorum scripta inter
nos legeramus et colloquebamur Latine ac
disserebamus. neque vesperi nobis otium
abstulit hoc tantum studium colendi sermonis
Latini viva voce. tum enim mos erat aut nos
delectare ludis Latine aut carmina canere
ante ingentem ignem in aperto ardentem
congregatos. saepe quoque per silvas
saltusque ambulare iuvabat inspiciendi causa
arbores et feras quae hos fines incolunt ut
halmaturi, vombati, phascolarcti, et de his
Latine loqui.

rusticatio, and he who has done a rusticatio
is said to have completed a course of study
in living, spoken Latin. Those Arcadian
shepherds are an example to us that those
who wish to cultivate the liberal arts and the
most refined letters ought to set out from
the city and hasten to the country where the
Muses delight to dwell and to dance. For five
days in July Kangaroo Valley resounded with
Latin words and sounds. Every day we spoke
about modern things in Latin such preparing
food, clothes, jobs, family and other things.
We also conversed about and discussed in
Latin certain authors whose writings we read
together. Nor did we tire of practising our
conversational Latin in the evening hours of
leisure. For it was the custom then either to
amuse ourselves with games in Latin or to
sing songs in Latin gathered around a fire in
the open. Often also we would go for walks
in the woods and bushlands to inspect the
native flora and fauna and we would speak
about these using Latin terminology, of which
I may mention here some examples such as
vombati, halmaturi, phascolarcti (wombats,
kangaroos, and koalas).

forsitan aliquis dicat illud studium
colloquendi cum aliis Latine his diebus esse
desipientis quippe cum huius linguae tam
antiquae societate cives nullius patriae hodie
coniuncti sint, neque eius usus cotidianus
in ulla terra inveniatur. nonne multas res
ac novas hodie habemus quae si ad vitam
restitutus Caesar eas inspiceret, ignotae et
inauditae essent ei? nonne nos cognitionem
multarum rerum et artium et scientiarum
sumus consecuti ad quas exprimendas nulla
verba erant Ciceroni? cui haec quaerenti haud
difficile est respondere. etenim Cicero ipse,
optimus magister pure ac Latine loquendi,
nobis concessit verba facere aut novare si
maiore rerum copia cognitioneque oportuerit
copia verborum adaugeatur. si res, inquit,
suum nomen et vocabulum proprium non
habet… necessitas cogit, quod non habeas,
aliunde sumere. Et alibi: rerum, inquit, copia
verborum copiam gignit. (de orat. 3, 31 &
40) nec Tullius condere regulas ac leges
et exempla praebere praetermittit quae
monstrent quomodo verba novanda sint et

Perhaps someone will say that this
practice of conversational Latin in modern
times is insanity seeing that this most
ancient language belongs to the citizens of
no country today, nor is its daily use found
in any land. Do we not have many new
things today which, if Caesar were brought
back to life and could see them, would be
unknown to him and unheard of? Have we
not attained the knowledge of many things,
many arts and sciences that Cicero had not
the words to express? It is not difficult to
reply to someone asking these questions.
For Cicero himself, the greatest master of
pure Latin speech, has granted us the right
to coin words or to innovate with old ones
if, through the acquisition of new things and
new knowledge it is necessary to increase
the vocabulary of the language. “If a thing
does not have its own name,” he writes,
“if it does not have a word peculiar to it,
necessity compels us to take from another
source for the sake of that for which a
deficiency exists.” And in another place, he

Top: Kangaroo Valley Bush Retreat
Above: This wombat was not frightened by
men wearing togas and speaking Latin
Below: Loeb Classical Library, Cicero
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Rusticatio Australiana
facienda si qua
deerunt. alia verba
oportebit sumere
e sermone Latino
vel Graeco, alia
facere novitate vel
coniunctione ex
eisdem fontibus,
alia e fontibus
barbaris sumere ad
quod postremum
ac ingratissimum
petendum nos
evitantes necessitas
interdum coegerit.

Top: Singing in Latin around the fire
Above: Loeb Classical Library, Hippocrates
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writes: “An abundance of things gives birth
to an abundance of words.” (de orat. 3, 31
& 40) Nor does Tullius omit to lay down
rules and laws and to provide examples
that show us how to coin words and to
innovate with the vocabulary if the language
is lacking appropriate words. Some words it
will be necessary to take from the Latin or
Greek languages; others you have to coin by
innovation or by joining words from these
same sources; others you have to borrow
from barbarous sources ¬-– the last and most
undesirable resort in which we are compelled
by necessity to take refuge however much we
may try to avoid doing this.

quod si quis dubitat quin Latine loqui
nomine Romano prorsus exstincto sit nobis
utile, sciat loquendo Latine et praesertim
recte quo nos in civitatem ut ita dicam
Romanam ascribi videmur id fieri ut quidquid
legendi, capiendi mente, intellegendi,
enodandi, discendi, denique docendi in
litteris Latinis molientes labore operoso
agimus, id melius atque facilius perficiamus.

However, if anyone doubts that speaking
Latin is useful to us when the race of the
Romans has utterly died out, let him know
that by speaking Latin and especially by
speaking it correctly, by means of which
we seem to acquire Roman citizenship so to
speak, whatever we strive and toil to do in
Latin, whether in reading, in grasping with
the mind, in understanding, in explaining,
in learning, and finally in teaching, all these
things we accomplish better and more easily.

ut ceterarum linguarum, sic sermonis Latini
volubilitatem si quis vult adipisci, tria sunt
sine dubio necessaria: primum, ut copiam
verborum augeat quae sint futura magno usui
ei loqui de rebus cotidianis studenti; deinde,
omni timore deposito ne quid in dicendo
peccet nova et semper difficiliora conari
audeat; postremo, ut ei dentur permultae
et variae occasiones dicendi et audiendi.
quae omnia nobis tranquillitate Arcadiae
nostrae in valle halmaturorum utentibus
nullo modo deerant, sed crescere in diem
ope Musarum videbantur ipsarum! quae cum
ita sint, haud mirum si omnes nos Arcades
mox intelleximus vera dixisse Catonem illum
maiorem de arte dicendi qui promisit si quis
modo rem teneret, verba secutura esse. quid
multa?

As in other languages, so in Latin, if you
wish to acquire fluency, three things are
necessary. First, you have to enlarge your
working vocabulary for things that you want
to discuss in everyday life. Next, you have to
put aside your fears of making a mistake in
conversation so that you are brave enough
to attempt new and ever more difficult
constructions. Lastly, you must have plenty
of opportunity to practise speaking and
listening. In the tranquillity of our Arcadia
in Kangaroo Valley, we enjoyed all of these
things in abundance, and indeed, these only
seemed to grow more abundant every day!
Is it any wonder, then, that we Arcadians
all soon came to the realisation of the truth
of what Cato the Elder said on the art of
speaking?

tantum videmur profecisse in his
exercitationibus loquendi Latine ut
rusticatione confecta pauci querentes se
paene oblitos esse sermonis patrii Britannice
summa cum difficultate inciperent iterum
loqui.

Rem tene, verba sequentur, quoth he,
Grasp the matter, the words will follow of their
own accord. In short, we made considerable
progress in our mastery of spoken Latin
– to such an extent, indeed, that a few
complained after the rusticatio had finished
that they had almost forgotten their native
language and were only beginning to speak
English again with the utmost difficulty.

The Bloodhound Boys
The success of a musical lies in an inspiring story and wonderful music, and The Bloodhound
Boys: The Great Blood Bank Robbery delivered on both fronts. St Ives Drama Master
Ms Melanie Wheatley reflects on St Ives Preparatory School’s world premiere production.
Skull River Kids (James Boyle, Struan Earnshaw,
Marcel Beaumont, Joey Haim, Zack Winslow and
James Earl) with the Headless Horsemen (Dan Gow)

Stalactite Chorus

Over three nights in August, St Ives
Preparatory School brought to life St Ives Art
Master Andrew Cranna’s amazing graphic
novel The Bloodhound Boys: The Great Blood
Bank Robbery, with the book being adapted
and visualised by Tonya Grelis.
This zany musical is set deep under the
Earth’s crust where an amazing stalactite
metropolis thrives. Skull River is a city of
monsters – a fabulous cohort of bloodguzzling vampires, werewolves, mummies,
skeletons and ghouls, all going about their
business right under our very feet. But! A
terrible crime has been committed: the city’s
supply of blood has been stolen from the
blood bank. The city needs its blood to
survive and the clock is ticking. Best friends
Rocky and Vince decide to investigate and
they embark on a dangerous journey to
solve the crime. On the way, they encounter
a host of extraordinary creatures and dark
evil forces. Rocky and Vince must find the
courage to win the day!
Almost 90 boys from Years 5 and 6
worked together to create an outstanding
cast, orchestra and backstage crew.

Rehearsals progressed during Terms II and
III, with many weeks spent staging the acting
scenes, learning dance routines and practising
movement around the set. All boys involved
were fantastic, performing with confidence,
energy and professionalism, and the result
was spectacular. The boys didn’t miss a beat,
and judging by the audience’s response, they
provided a great night’s entertainment for
everyone. The music, makeup, costumes, set,
and lighting were superb and were outshone
only by the brilliant acting of the boys on
stage.
Great credit must go to George Cartledge
who composed original music for the play
and to Jacqueline Fane, Martin Smith OAM
and Alasdair Vickers who worked tirelessly
to orchestrate and produce the music. Special
thanks is due to choreographers Emily
Ainsworth and Olivia Sawyer, who did an
outstanding job transforming song numbers
with fun and eye-catching dance moves, and
to the production team, parents, teachers and
staff who donated their time and expertise. It
was a very rewarding journey.

Mosquito King (Martin Shankland)
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HSC Art Showcase
Another year and another outstanding cohort of HSC Art candidates
have a chance to showcase their major works.

“2018 provided a large
gathering of parents,
boys and friends of
the School with an
opportunity to enjoy
work created by
twenty candidates.”

Above: Noah Solomon
Right: Ethan Tsui
Below: HSC Exhibition opening night
(artwork by Daniel Mekertichian)
Below right: Isaac Masterman
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The HSC Art exhibition of 2018 provided
a large gathering of parents, boys and
friends of the School with an opportunity
to enjoy work created by twenty candidates
working in eight different disciplines. The
strong traditions in each of these disciplines,
established over many years, were
highlighted by Dr Malpass at the opening.
This year Daniel Mekertichian moved
his welded sculpture from the plinth to the
wall as a series of eight works exploring the
inner workings of the human body. Isaac
Masterman’s inspiration came from a different
place, but his series of carved and modelled
pieces supported the shift from floor to
wall. Our two ceramicists, Julian Kwok and
Sebastian Camus provided a fascinating
contrast in their approach to making
their Body of Work. Julian worked with
extraordinary delicacy and attention to detail
on 56 ceramic pieces that celebrated the
“writer’s ceremony”, while Sebastian boldly
set about building towers of clay that were
ultimately resolved with brilliantly coloured
brush marks inspired by Wassily Kandinsky.
The tradition of drawing remains strong
and this year the responsibility of evolving
that reputation fell to Duncan Currie,
Sebastian Nash and Clyde Luo. Duncan’s
series of charcoal drawings, based on a visit
to the Jenolan Caves, caught the eye for its
astonishing detail and the fragility of the light
he was able to capture. Sebastian adopted
a bolder and grittier stance with his mixed
media works that reflected on the emergence
of ‘ghost signs’ in an ever changing innercity environment. Clyde mixed his drawing
materials to good effect as charcoal gave way
to graphite in a series that tracked a breaking
storm through to a relatively calm aftermath.
Although we had no filmmakers this year,
Photomedia was represented by Thomas
Sargeant, William Newby, Finnegan Swift and
Matthew Hunyor who successfully built on the
promise of their diary assessment at the start

Right: Callum Gallagher
Below: Sasha Jenner

of the course. Thomas excelled with a trilogy
that pondered the state of modern art, while
Finnegan favoured a distinctly graphic style.
Printmaking was ably represented by
Callum Gallagher who demonstrated the
breadth of his skills by showing a series
of technically refined etchings and an
experimental approach to relief printing
based on a number of visits he made to
Cockatoo Island.
The paintings presented by Sasha Jenner,
James Gao, Finn Pleass, Nye Taylor and
Ethan Tsui reflected very different interests,
but remained true to the materials they chose
to use. Sasha and James worked in oils and
built rich layers of paint on their way to
completing their series of still life paintings.
Nye and Finn, on the other hand, adopted a
more immediate approach after choosing to
work in watercolours, an entirely appropriate
decision given their choice of subject
matter. Ethan connected with his interest
in the Australian military as he supported
two portrait paintings with two carefully
constructed still life groups.
Two prizes are awarded at the end of this
course. Tige Sixel-Miller was awarded The
John Cattanach Prize for Distinction in Fine
Art, which recognises both the all-round
excellence of a boy’s practical work and his
involvement and contribution to the life of
the department. The Ranger Prize for Art
acknowledges the overall achievement of a
boy who has excelled in both art history and
practical courses, and for 2018 this prize was
awarded to Callum Gallagher.

Clockwise: Finn Pleass; Julian Kwok;
Tige Sixel-Miller; Matthew Hunyor

Subject Master Visual Arts, Mr Mark Wilde
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Teaching as a Profession
Deputy Director of Studies Ms Becky Lovelock provides an insight into the developments
of our continuing education programme for Grammar masters.
Teaching is a curious profession. Everyone
feels that they have a strong and valid
opinion about how teachers should conduct
themselves professionally. Politicians debate
how to raise the profile and desirability of
entering the profession while simultaneously
inventing new ways to hold the education
system accountable for all the problems of
the current generation.
In January of this year, the New South
Wales Educational Standards Authority
(NESA) rolled out their teacher accreditation
program to all teachers in NSW. This
means that all teachers are expected to
demonstrate on a regular basis how they
meet the Australian Professional Standards for
Teachers (a list of seven standards in three
identified domains of teaching: Professional
Knowledge, Professional Practice and
Professional Engagement). In addition to this,
they are expected to engage with professional
development activities, for a prescribed
number of hours every five years.
This is not a new idea. Teachers who
entered the profession after 2004 have
needed to undertake this process for some
time. Many professions require accreditation,
and several have much more stringent
requirements than this. However, it is quite a
feat to bring on board such a large group of
professionals who have not previously had to
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participate in an accreditation process. It has
been said that the quickest way to discourage
someone from taking something seriously is
to tell them that they have to take it seriously.
The whole endeavour currently has a rather
bureaucratic feel and leans on the side of
quantity rather than quality.
It is with this background that I began
the role of Deputy Director of Studies at
Grammar in January. One of my main tasks
is to take the structure provided by NESA
and to mould it into an appropriate form
that is beneficial to our masters, rather than
just another hoop to jump through. A key
focus is to consider what quality professional
development comprises for our masters, and
how we can assist them to develop in their
various roles.
At Grammar we call professional
development ‘Continuing Education’. This
is not just semantics. Too many confuse
‘education’ in its truest sense with the more
basic focus of ‘training’. As passionate
educators, it follows that we are continuously
developing ourselves, as well as our pupils.
Masters at Grammar are highly accomplished
individuals who not only believe in lifelong
learning, but live it. They continue their
education into adulthood, believing that it
does not stop at the gaining of a degree or
further qualification.

Below: Mr Houghton and Mr Rocks engaged in
professional discourse and; Mr McCarron,
Ms Rothbart, Mrs Mendes, Mrs Deschamps and
Mr Seawright at the Australian Science Teachers
Association conference Conasta 67

Left: Conversation and collaboration in the
Common Room
Below: Mrs Delaney exploring the NESA website

“A key focus is to consider what quality
professional development comprises for
our masters, and how we can assist them to
develop in their various roles.”
One of the fundamentals of providing
an effective continuing education program
is to consider the potential barriers to
engagement. One of these barriers is how
much time is available and, to that end, we
have endeavoured to find places where
time and work can be refocused from the
administrative aspects of teaching. However,
it is important to be very discerning in what
we engage with in the time that we have.
There are a large number of professional
development companies out there that are
jumping onto the accreditation bandwagon
and offering courses that promise to deliver
all kinds of results without much of a track
record.
The Continuing Education programme that
we are developing at the School is intended
to be personalised, relevant, sustained,
supported and collaborative. We take a broad
view of continuing education, and consider
that day-to-day life includes numerous
opportunities for development. Opportunities
include time spent talking with colleagues
and sharing ideas, both within and across
departments. One of the most powerful tools
in education is conversation: the opportunity
to debate, disagree and discuss. Activities in
place and in development include mutual
observation by colleagues, team-teaching
opportunities and pupil tracking. We are
fortunate to have a great deal of internal
expertise, and thus some masters within
departments have run a masterclass or series
of masterclasses on a relevant area of interest.
such as a particular topic within the syllabus,
This year these masterclasses have included
topics from within the syllabuses, new types

of assessment, the learning support
program and pastoral care issues.
There are also occasions when it is
appropriate to seek external input. For
example, at our Continuing Education
Day in Term III this year, we heard
thought provoking ideas regarding the
various issues pupils face throughout the
school from Preschool to Year 12 from
Ian Wallace, a consultant psychologist. Other
relevant issues often occur, such as a syllabus
change, which need to be addressed through
a combination of internal and external courses
and networking. Many masters at Grammar
are active in their subject associations,
which are noteworthy in providing high
quality professional development, and some
departments even run external courses or
conferences themselves. Other opportunities
such as appropriate travel, research, and tertiary
education are encouraged, and a Continuing
Education Grant process exists to allow masters
to apply for and participate in such activities
and then share their gained knowledge.
So will the new accreditation requirements
make a difference to the masters at Grammar?
Arguably we were doing a lot of this already.
However, these requirements have offered
us the opportunity to look carefully at what
we were doing and consider where we could
improve and extend. At the heart of what we
hope to achieve is the idea that any teacher
accreditation programme should be seen as a
great servant for those in the profession, but
not their master. This has much in common
with the way we view the HSC for our pupils:
as a scaffold for learning, but not the point of
education in itself.

A group of Grammar masters engage
in a Shakespearian Masterclass.
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Co-curricular Visual Arts
Subject Master in Visual Arts, Mr Mark Wilde, details Grammar’s
Visual Arts co-curricular programme.
Through a co-curricular programme,
Grammar’s Visual Arts department aims to
present opportunities to boys that otherwise
would not be possible in a congested
timetable, drawing on the varied talent and
knowledge of the staff.
The tradition of a Senior Life Drawing
class has continued with sculptor Mr Jim
Croke delivering a series of six masterclasses
to Form V and VI boys in Term II. The
experience of working directly from the
model builds on the disciplined approach
to drawing introduced in the Junior studios.
To the delight of Form I, II and III boys, the
Ceramics Club returned under the expert
guidance of Ms Bernadette Mansfield.
Form IV boys were also invited to attend a
Ceramics Masterclass in Term III. Looking to
build on recent HSC success in printmaking,
Grammar invited printmaker Mr Bruce
Latimer to oversee a Masterclass in etching
for eight Form V–VI boys.
With senior boys engaged in examinations,
the focus in the second half of the year turns
to Form IV. Welding master Mr David Horton
introduced twelve boys to welded metal
sculpture, Mr Dale Miles engaged four boys
in wood carving and Mr Mark Wilde offered
a series of drawing classes. As the year draws
to a close, the ceramics studio continues to
be quite a popular option three afternoons
each week.
Drawing on the success of this year’s
co-curricular activities in Visual Arts, the
programme for 2019 is in the making.
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Infants Sport at Edgecliff
Director of Pastoral Care Mr Stuart Ferguson reports on the start of a new era:
Infants Sport at Edgecliff Preparatory School.

Touch or ‘Walla Rugby’

Cricket batting ‘drive’

Dribbling the ball

This year, Edgecliff Preparatory School
embarked on an Infants Sports programme
with the aim of fostering a love of sport in
our Kindergarten, Year 1 and Year 2 boys,
while developing fundamental skills linked to
each of the four main Saturday sports offered
in the primary years: basketball, cricket,
football and rugby. With the assistance
of College Street coaches and our Infants
masters, the boys have had a taste of team
sports like never before.
In Term I, the boys covered cricket and
learned fundamental skills such as batting,
bowling, throwing and catching. The boys
also explored tee-ball in this unit due to
the similarities in skills required. The boys
then focused on football during Term II
in a unit combined with Gaelic football.
During these activities, the boys enjoyed
dribbling to rhythmic Brazilian tunes while
developing their kicking, running and game
awareness. In Term III, Kindergarten were
introduced to the sports programme and

all boys learnt about rugby through Walla
Rugby, Touch Rugby and European Handball;
concepts of tackling, passing, kicking and
evasion were covered. Finally, in Term IV
the boys discovered what skills are required
in basketball, such as passing, dribbling,
shooting and defending in a unit that was
combined with netball and volleyball.
In conjunction with their Physical
Education lessons and Fitness Club classes,
this sports programme has enabled the
Infants boys to enjoy their own ‘Ball and Boy’
sessions before classes on Tuesday mornings.
They have also had their own afternoon
sports training after School on Thursdays.
We have been thrilled with the enthusiasm
the boys have brought to each session and
look forward to seeing their skills developing
as the programme becomes a regular part of
the School calendar.
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WINTER SPORT ROUND-UP
Sportsmaster Michael Curran reflects on another eventful season of winter sport.

Cross Country
This cross country season was the
most fruitful in recent years. Twentytwo boys represented the GPS at the CIS
Championships, with Grammar winning the
Under 18s team event. The boys also won the
Balmoral Burn Senior Boys Relay held in May.
Grammar was strong in all GPS
Competition age groups, placing second in
the Under 14s and Under 16s and winning
the GPS Opens Championship. The Opens
team consisted of Duncan Currie (VI),
Thomas Davies (V), Oliver Hervir (VI), Luc
Jeffriess (III), Sasha Jenner (VI), Charles
Lilley (VI), Edward Lowe (VI), GPS Opens
Champion Elliot Metcalf (VI), Daniel Rebello
(V) and Benjamin Yates (VI).

Fencing
Fencing has had another fantastic
season with success across all age groups
and divisions. Furthermore, we had an
exceptional set of Form VI boys who have
continued with fencing since their junior
years. Our two senior teams qualified to
compete at the national level, and because
the Championships were held in Sydney,
boys were able to participate in the individual
events as well. Yves Fontaine (VI) and Sean
Morota-Chu (VI) joined the ranks of a select
few Old Sydneians by competing at the

Cameron Heathcote (VI)
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international level while in their final School
year. With a squad of sixty boys, there is
a depth of experience that is increasingly
reflected in our results.

Football
With 34 football teams playing this season,
the popularity of the sport continues to
maintain high numbers and interest. The SGS
Football Club played a total of 392 games this
season, cumulatively scoring 912 goals and
winning 64 percent of their games across the
board. The most outstanding age group were
the Opens who accumulated 69 wins during
the season. First XI members Oliver White
(VI) and Christopher Matthews (VI) each
earned an Honour Badge.
Stephen Marinos (V) was selected for
the GPS Open Firsts team which performed
admirably in the CIS Competition. Timothy
Scott (IV) was selected for the GPS Under
16s team which also competed in the Under
16 CIS competition and were undefeated.
The award for most successful team went to
the 14As, recording 11 wins and only 1 loss
throughout the season.

Luc Jeffriess (III)

Rifles
The SGS Rifle Club started positively and
took early steps to settle back into routines
at the Hornsby range and to introduce new

Corey Blyth (V) scoring for Marcus King (V)
firing at 300 metres

A victorious Thomas Davies (V)

Nicholas Ward (VI)
Below: Captain Francis Brown (VI)
catching the ball in a lineout

boys to safety and basic skills. All worked
hard and visibly improved over the July
holiday shooting camp.
At the GPS Shoot on 24 and 25 July the
Firsts worked very hard at 300, 500 and
600 metres but timing and consistency
proved problematic. Some strong individual
performances from Alexander Trewartha (VI),
Corey Blyth (V), Finlay Clarke (V) and Patrick
Harris (III) were not enough to counter the
accuracy and consistency of Newington,
Shore and Sydney Boys High School who
placed in that order. Alexander Trewartha
placed seventh overall and was selected for
the GPS squad.
In the Seconds’ Premiership match at 300
and 500 metres, the boys maintained their
composure and shot very well to place third
overall behind winners Shore and High.
Harry Maley (IV) was the top Grammar
Seconds shooter, ranking an impressive fifth
overall in the match. This was the strongest
Seconds result for Grammar for ten years.

Rugby
On-field performances have resulted in
broad success for a talented Under 13s age
group. The Under 14s showed significant
improvement throughout the season. The
Under 15s displayed maturity and poise in
achieving an undefeated GPS season. The
Under 16s showed passion and the Opens
squad displayed strong leadership.
The First XV placed fifth in the AAGPS
Third XV competition with Nixon Du (VI)
and Stirling Smith (V) gaining GPS selection,
and Andrew Blackburn (IV) being selected in

the Presidents GPS Under 16 squad. Lachlan
Andrews (VI) was awarded the Robert A
Smith Memorial Cup for the Best and Fairest.
Marcus Showniruk (VI) and William Yates
(VI) shared the newly established Cooper
Rice-Brading Rugby Clubman of the Year.
The Club was superbly led by Francis Brown
(VI) who was awarded the Hazell Shield as
captain of the First XV.
The 15B XV side was awarded the Fathers’
Association Cup for most successful team
and the Third XV was awarded the Ian Clark
Anderson Memorial Cup for the greatest
contribution to Rugby outside of the First XV.
Overall, Grammar played 156 games, won 80,
drew 2 and lost 74 games.

after a well-contested match for the Michael
Kay GPS Shield. The Second, Third and
16A teams placed third in their respective
divisions whilst 16B placed first, and 14A and
15B finished second. Alex Lawson (II) was
the Most Valuable Player amongst the Junior
squad.
A highlight of the season was the selection
of Charles Evans (Firsts volleyball and
NSWCIS captain), Brandon Chong, James
Gao, William Zhang (all VI) and Mikey
Grogan (V) for the NSWCIS team. Charles
was our Most Valuable Player in the senior
squad and was named in the NSW All
Schools Merit Team.

Taekwondo
The Taekwondo squad had a fantastic
season, which culminated in winning the All
Schools’ Tournament, Pahlke Cup, for the
sixth consecutive season at the end of Term
III. We amassed 48 points over the day, a
clear 18 points more than the runners up,
Winmalee High School. Gold medals were
awarded to Jeffery Lin (I), Benjamin Sweeney
(I), Zachary Fuller (II), Aidan Woo (III),
William Woods (III), Douglas Cooney (IV),
Liam Coy (IV) and Isaac May (IV). Grammar
also won nine silver and six bronze medals
on the day, highlighting the strength of depth
across the entire team.

Volleyball
The Volleyball squad completed the
season with another set of commendable
results. The Firsts finished second to High

Cross Country
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Immersed in the Top End
In the October holidays, Form IV and V boys experienced the Red Earth Indigenous Immersion
programme. They were accompanied by Mr Paul Corkin, Ms Rima Kandalaft and Ms Leonie Liu.
As part of this year’s Indigenous Immersion
trip, twenty-three Fifth and Sixth Form boys
travelled to two Indigenous homelands in the
Northern Territory, visiting Mamadawerre in
Arnhem Land and then Murdudjurl situated in
Kakadu National Park. The boys participated
in service projects in both homelands,
building on the fundraising activities they
had completed prior to the trip, in addition to
experiencing and learning about traditional
customs and life in these remote parts of
Australia.
The boys received a water-themed
Welcome to Country in Mamadawerre by our
host Doreen and other female elders of the
community upon arrival and then quickly
settled into a variety of cultural activities.
Men’s business the following day involved
the search for suitable wood to build spears,
clap sticks and didgeridoos. This proved to
be hard work in the 40-degree heat and so
the afternoon was spent cooling off in the
creek and playing cricket and football with
the children from the homeland, who were
also on school holidays. Mamadawerre is
very isolated, being 90 minutes’ drive from
the nearest town along an unsealed road.
In the wet season, the homeland effectively
becomes an island; cut off by the swollen
rivers. Our service project here was to build
a vegetable garden to assist the community
to be more self-sufficient in the wet season
and to provide them with the means to grow
some healthy food. After two days of work
the boys had dug, prepared, secured and
planted eight beds for which the elders were
very appreciative.

Top: The vegetable garden in Mamadawerre
Above: Nourlangie rock art
Right: Target practice with our newly built spears
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Traditional Welcome to Country

Our second homeland was Murdurdjurl
in Kakadu where we were hosted by Mandy
Muir and her family. Mandy welcomed us
traditionally to her campsite along the banks
of the Jim Jim River and warned us of the
seven crocodiles that reside there. Here, the
boys continued their learning of traditional
customs and continued their cultural
activities, sourcing many more didgeridoos
and clap sticks. They were also given a
spectacular guided boat tour at sunset along
the Yellow Waters River by Mandy, a 29-year
veteran in tourism along this section of her
‘backyard’. Mandy also led us on a rock art
tour of Nourlangie Rock, home to numerous
rock art paintings dating back over 20,000
years. The service project for this homeland
entailed the further development of a toilet
block in Mandy’s homestead. This was to be
used in the event that rain prevents access
to her campsite and business, located 5
kilometres away across a floodplain.
This was the School’s second visit to these
remote homelands and was another great
success. The boys are to be commended
for the way that they interacted with both
communities. They forged good relations with
Indigenous residents of all ages and they were
pleased to be able to give something back to
each community. The immersion provided the
boys with a unique insight into contemporary
life within an Indigenous homeland and more
broadly into life in the Top End.

Left: Straightening our spears by
applying direct heat
Below: Sunset cruise along the
Yellow Waters River

“They forged good
relations with
Indigenous residents of
all ages and they were
pleased to be able to
give something back to
each community.”
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‘Surely some revelation is at hand’: the
purpose of learning in the 21st Century
Dr Richard Malpass, Headmaster
In the summer of 1965 at the California
Institute of Technology, calculations revealed
that, due to a rare alignment of the outer
planets of our Solar System, it was possible to
launch a spacecraft which could visit all four
giant outer planets by using the gravity of
each one in order to ‘sling-shot’ the spacecraft
onto the next. Such an alignment of planets
would only occur once every 176 years.
Two Voyager spacecraft were built and
launched. Voyager 2 launched first on 20
August, 1977, whilst Voyager 1 launched on 5
September, 1977. Both craft flew past Jupiter
in 1979, and then Saturn in late 1980. By 1986
Voyager 2 passed Uranus, and then Neptune
in 1989. From there, Voyager 2 began its
trajectory out of our solar system below the
plane of the planets.
By 1998, Voyager 1 became the farthest
reaching human-made object from earth.
In December 2004, Voyager 1 crossed the
‘Termination Shock’ where the Solar winds
meet the interstellar winds entering the
Heliosheath. Voyager 2 made this crossing
in 2007. Finally, in 2012, Voyager 1 entered
Interstellar Space, passing beyond the
heliopause, crossing for the first time the
threshold into interstellar space.
Across this span of time, consider the
profound quantum of change that has
occurred across the spectrum of humanity’s
joint endeavours, be they political,

technological, societal etc. Whilst those two
Voyager craft have gone about travelling
further than any man-guided object has
ever done, the world they left behind is
vastly different to the one from which they
launched.
The computing of Voyager craft should
be considered. Although state of the art at
the time, Voyager’s computing is vintage
circa 1974, and your iPhone has about
100,000 times the memory of the Voyager
spacecraft. Nonetheless, there both craft are,
trackable on the NASA app, travelling at
10 miles per second into Interstellar Space,
still reporting back to the The Deep Space
Network at the three locations approximately
120 longitudinal degrees apart, in Madrid,
Goldstone California and Canberra. All three
stations continue to receive transmissions
from both Voyager craft. Interestingly, from
an Australian perspective, Canberra is the
only station powerful enough to transmit
instructions back to the Voyager crafts.
One should not overlook the key
passengers on these two craft; objects
intended to contain a profound knowledge
of humanity’s development and achievement.
The Voyager Golden Records are two
phonograph records that were included
aboard both Voyager spacecraft. The records
contain sounds and images selected to portray
the diversity of life and culture on Earth,

“Education is important because
it gives each of us the human
tools of judgement and sensibility
to be a prosperous member of
society; education is not simply a
manufacturer of workers for jobs.”
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and were intended for any intelligent extraterrestrial life form that might find them.
The records are a sort of time capsule, a
curriculum, if you will, of the significance of
what has been thought, crafted, said and sung
by mankind. Contained are the recordings of
fifty-four languages, as well as music spanning
JS Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and Stravinsky,
blues such as Blind Willie Johnson and Chuck
Berry, Azerbaijani bagpipes, percussion from
Senegal, Australian Aboriginal songs and
Peruvian wedding songs.
In a very real way, the two spacecraft
and their golden passengers offer an unique
expression and representation of the
juxtaposition between inevitably propulsive
change and essentially enduring human
and societal values. The Golden Records are
intended as educational tools, demonstrations
of what is important to humanity. Yet their
possible audience is utterly futuristic in
the most extreme and improbable sense
(Voyager will take 40,000 years to even
approach the next closest star). If ever a
human-made object has witnessed change,
the Voyagers have surely experienced it. Yet
simultaneously their Golden Records maintain
an intellectual and cultural stability as they
drift endlessly through interstellar space.
Back on our own planet in 2018 we
seem to be living in an age in which we are
continually conscious of change. In such

periods there can be individuals, institutions,
movements and even nations which react on
the hop to the prevailing winds. Sweeping
reforms often are advanced as forwardthinking strides into an (apparently) new
era, sometimes to the detriment of enduring
intellectual and societal values.
Periods of change are just as exciting as
they are troubling; excitingly, they afford
societal transitions in which such individuals,
institutions, movements and even nations can
be empowered to make prescient decisions
borne of a wisdom grounded in history, logic
and guided experience. Troublingly, such
periods are sometimes at the mercy of slapdash pseudo-thinkers and short-term-target
politicians.
Mankind has not always been successful
when given the challenge of interpreting
social, technological and cultural change.
The 20th century father of the fiscal stimulus
John Maynard Keynes foretold in 1930 that,
“in the 21st century a 15-hour work week
will suffice, as we turn instead to how to use
freedom from pressing economic cares”. And
yet, despite significant productivity gains since
the Keynes’ 1930 treatise, we still all work
on average around 40 hours a week. Further,
in the late 1970s, the historian Ian Turner
presided over a major symposium on what
new technologies would mean for the worker.
He predicted an imminent period of change
as significant as the Neolithic or Industrial
Revolutions, claiming that “by 1988, at least a

quarter of the Australian workforce would be
made redundant by technological change.”
Change needs sensible, educated guidance
from those who have studied the patterns
of humanity’s achievements and are thus
well placed to deliver on the basis of a
well-informed, well-grounded expertise. The
worrying dichotomy between the ineffectual,
bland politician and the firebrand demagogue
is familiar to most of us. The great Irish writer
WB Yeats noted in his famous poem ‘The
Second Coming’:
‘The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.’
In 2016 the then UK Justice Secretary
and major pro-Brexit campaigner Michael
Gove offered up to the political narrative a
nugget of painfully ironic ‘wisdom’ which will
resonate for years as a terrible repudiation
of educated guidance. At the time, some
commentators had noted that Brexit
proposals were economically unsound and
perhaps even fraudulently costed, particularly
the claim that the UK paid £350 million per
week to the EU. Amidst these concerns,
the Financial Times on 4 June, 2016 noted
that ‘Michael Gove has refused to name any
economists who back Britain’s exit from the
European Union, saying that “people in this
country have had enough of experts.”’ Of
course, on 23 June the UK voted in favour
of Brexit by the slender margin of 52 percent
for and 48 percent against. With startling
haste, the chief Brexiteers Boris Johnson and

Nigel Farage promptly resigned from their
involvement with Brexit, as news emerged
that the famed £350 million figure was
essentially fictitious.
Therefore, what of experts for the
future? What range of expertise will support
individuals and society well in a world of
imminent change? What does it mean to
achieve expertise in a subject or in a broader
field of enquiry? And what does all this mean
for the cause of education and schools?
In NSW in 2018, as readers will know, our
Education Authority NESA has commenced a
review of the state’s entire curriculum. NSW
Education Minister Rob Stokes said that “this
is a once in a generation chance to examine,
declutter, and improve the NSW curriculum to
make it simpler to understand and to teach.”
At first glance, this is certainly a laudable aim.
There is a range of questions being asked
in the current online submission form, chief
amongst which is the key one: what should
the purpose of school be in the 21st Century?
This is an impressively profound question,
but also one that is suggestive of significant
change. Educational curricula are powerful
beasts, capable equally of empowering or
undermining the development of young
minds. Of note is the suggestion (at an initial
panel level) that the review’s focus should
be on students becoming work-ready, that
subjects should be linked to what are often
referred to as ‘real world applications’.
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‘Surely some revelation is at hand’: the
purpose of learning in the 21st Century
Such a pursuit of these ‘real world
applications’ can sound tempting. Still,
immediately functional relevance can
disproportionately overshadow the longterm relevance of deep subject knowledge
and the intellectual rigour that comes with
the mastery of challenging subjects and
disciplines. This problematic crossover
is one familiar to HSC Science teachers.
Indeed, to their frustration, a number of
years ago the HSC curricula, particularly in
the disciplines of Chemistry and Physics,
had been significantly revised to make
them more accessible and to achieve some
semblance of relevance. Promisingly, the new
syllabus documents for these two sciences
(commenced this year) have turned back in
the direction of core scientific ‘expertise’. One
Master in our Chemistry department notes
that a “NESA Science Inspector . . . calls this
‘giving chemists their chemistry back’.” One
hopes that the spirit of these new syllabi
(which have come into effect for this year’s
Form V boys) will be a sign of things to come
in terms of NESA’s whole-scale revision of
education in NSW.
NSW Premier, Gladys Berejiklian, said
in relation to this NESA review that the
world had “changed rapidly” since the
last comprehensive review of the NSW
curriculum, which took place in 1989. Almost
without doubt, the world of work is going
to look significantly different in various
sectors across the coming decades (it also
looked significantly different several decades
ago in many sectors). Assuming this is the
case, to bend and contort pure subject
knowledge in the direction of probable
relevance seems speculative at best, at this or
any time. It is revealing to note that Deloitte
have published their thoughts about The
Open Talent Economy, stating that “Careers
[are] built around learning, not around jobs”
(Deloitte, 2013).
Yes, the world has changed technologically
since 1989, no question. But a curriculum
is not simply about adjusting to the latest
technology. Voyager’s Golden Record isn’t
somehow now wildly out of date since
its compilation in the mid-1970s. JS Bach
and pure Mathematics still are essential. A
curriculum is about the stuff that matters, the
stuff that nourishes our children’s appreciation
of the world and informs their judgement.
Education is important because it gives
each of us the human tools of judgement
and sensibility to be a prosperous member
of society; education is not simply a
manufacturer of workers for jobs. Education
is about intellectual growth and the fostering
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of curiosity for the benefit and betterment
of the individual and his or her society.
Education is not simply about achieving
‘skills’. ‘Skills’ and the readiness for the
workplace are an important result of a
true education, but not solely the ends in
themselves.
Still, there is good cause to be positive.
NESA’s own Terms of Reference (NSW
Curriculum Review, September 2018)
includes the following aim to “prepare
each student with strong foundations of
knowledge, capabilities and values to be
lifelong learners, and to be flourishing and
participating citizens in a world in which
rapid technological advances are contributing
to unprecedented economic and social
change in unpredictable ways”.
So, in conclusion, consider again those
two Voyager Spacecraft. The world has

changed greatly since they were launched
in 1977. They exist as profound and
triumphant embodiments of mankind’s
expertise, carrying with them in record
form a dedication to the knowledge of
human history and achievement, whilst
simultaneously experiencing and contributing
to unprecedented change and discovery.
Depth of expertise in traditional
intellectual disciplines be it in Mathematics,
the sciences, humanities, languages and
the arts, has underpinned the wisdom and
development of individuals and their societies
for centuries, through periods of both stability
and the turbulence of change. We owe it
to young people of the future that they
have access to that wisdom, and that such
access not be suffocated amidst myopically
functional assertions of relevance.

“What should the purpose of school
be in the 21st Century?”

From the Archives: The School Coat of Arms
The evolution of Grammar’s distinctive coat of arms and the development of the School uniform
are well documented in the School Archives collection, Archivist Bridget Minatel writes.

Above: The die cast of an early Grammar badge;
and Professor John Woolley, courtesy of the
University of Sydney Archives (G32240244).

Arms were originally emblems or devices
displayed by English noblemen on
tunic tabard or a shield as a means of
identification, particularly when in full armour
and in battle. A later logical development was
for hereditary and successional use of coats
of arms, usually in a shield-form, first by
families and then corporate entities such as
countries, universities and schools.
Sydney Grammar School’s Coat of Arms
– which is what it is officially known as, as
opposed to a ‘logo’ or ‘crest’ – has endured
a number of reincarnations over the years of
Grammar’s existence. The earliest evidence
of a distinctive graphic was used by the
University of Sydney Professor John Woolley,
who was also honorary secretary to the
Trustees of Sydney Grammar School leading
up to and during the School’s establishment
in 1854. He wrote a letter to the first

Headmaster William J Stephens in 1855, and
on the back flap of the envelope was the
School’s coat of arms in blue. As the Minutes
of the Trustees’ meetings at the time contain
no reference to the design or the adoption
of a coat of arms, it is possible that Woolley
designed it himself and had envelopes and
letterhead paper impressed with it.
Coincidentally, in late 1855 Woolley
became a member of a committee to propose
a coat of arms for the University of Sydney.
This committee suggested the stars of the
Southern Cross with quarterings as a leading
device for the arms, and other devices
taken partly from the arms of the principal
English universities. The design granted by
the College of Heralds several years later
eventually included the lion of Cambridge
and the open book of Oxford.
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From the Archives: The School Coat of Arms

1856

1867

1868

Coat of Arms as drawn by a Trustee in 1897

The overall design of the coat of arms
originally used on University medals is very
similar to that on Woolley’s envelope. Both
have a flat-iron shaped shield, encircled by
the name of the institution. Both feature the
Southern Cross. However, in the Grammar
School coat of arms, the lion of Cambridge
has been omitted and the open book of
Oxford moved to above the shield.
The Grammar motto Laus Deo, ‘Praise be
to God’, was later placed on the open pages
of the book. Woolley, who was an ordained
Anglican clergyman from Oxford, mistrusted
the policies of the Churches in education,
believing that that they tended to disrupt the
social unity that education should promote, and
that religious teaching belonged only at home.
But it was only education he believed that
should be non-denominational and sectarian,
not the common belief in the ‘Almighty’.

1911

1951
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A copy of the back of the envelope holding a letter of
1855 from Prof. Woolley to WJ Stephens in Oxford before
becoming the first Headmaster of Sydney Grammar School.

Two boater hat black and gold ribands, on display in
the School Archives Museum
A pupil from Class 3A of 1903 with his straw boater
hat bearing the gold ‘cross-bar’ shield on the front

Black and Gold
When Mr Albert Bythesea Weigall
succeeded Mr Stephens as Headmaster in
1866, he is said to have introduced the
School colours of black and gold, which were
those of Brasenose College at Oxford – his
own University college. The first distinct
use of any colours, however, seems to have
occurred in 1875, when the Headmaster gave
the football team ‘black and gold and crimson
badges … to be worn daily in School’ (The
Sydneian, 1957).
In 1884 the Trustees approved of the use
of a distinguishing hat riband of the School
colours, but it didn’t prove to be popular,
and the rule that it be worn was not strictly
observed.
In 1890, the Prefects passed a resolution to
change the black and gold riband to a black
one with ‘a gold shield with a gold crossbar for the Prefects and a black shield with
a gold cross-bar for the rest of the School,
bearing the letters SGS’ (The Sydneian, 1957).
Prefects were distinguished by the addition
of a laurel wreath. In time, it became the
rule that Prefects just wore boaters and other
ranks felt hats. Finally, in 1936, a uniform
similar to the present became compulsory:
a dark grey suit with the School badge (as
it was called then) based on the earlier
quartered shield, embroidered on the pocket.
Then in May 1949, Trustee Frank Windeyer
suggested obtaining a grant in arms for the
School badge. However, before proceeding
to obtain the grant, the Trustees decided to
check that the Chancellor of the University
of Sydney had no objection to the arms in
their present form, since the design still had
a number of distinct similarities to that of
the University’s. When the Vice-Chancellor
consented, the Trustees successfully
obtained the grant at the cost of £105 and,
unsurprisingly, it has barely changed since.

Above: The University of Sydney Coat of Arms
displayed on one of their academic medals from
Right: The current Sydney Grammar School Coat
of Arms
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GRAMMAR GENERATIONS
After leaving Grammar in 2002, current History master Dr Stephen Tong has now returned, after
teaching history at The King’s School and completing his PhD at Cambridge University. He is the
third generation from the Tong family to attend and the first to teach at Grammar.

“My return to Grammar as
a master this year marks
a century of association
that my family has had
with this great school.”

Above: William Tong (second row, second
from right) with his Form I class of 1918
Opposite page: Peter Tong’s school rugby
team and below: Senior Prefect Vivian
Fernandes, Stephen Tong, Sean Saunders,
and Benjamin Harrington-Lowe at the
Leavers’ Lunch 2002
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There are a few things I will never forget
about walking into Big School for the first
time as a naïve First Form boy who’d come
up from St Ives Preparatory School. Not only
was I late (a well-established family tradition
of arriving just after the second bell), but as
I squeezed myself between two of my mates
onto one of those unforgiving old wooden
form benches, I also noticed that I was the
only one wearing shorts (another family
tradition). In an environment where the
overachiever is the norm, it was clear that
neither being able to keep time or to follow
fashion was going to help me stand out.
A couple of weeks later, I fulfilled another
family tradition of being awarded a ‘Fatigue’
within my first year at College Street. In fact,
I’d set a new family record by achieving this
in my first Term. I can still hear Mr Imberger’s
deep voice booming across H5 during the
hour-long detention, scolding an older boy
and nearly bringing him to tears. There’s a
nice irony in the fact that I now teach in H5.
My return to Grammar as a master this
year marks a century of association that my
family has had with this great school. I was
the fifth Tong boy of my generation to go
through Grammar from 1989–2002. Andrew

(OS 1994) has a chemistry PhD and is now
developing a new cobalt mine, Peter (OS
1996) is an Anglican clergyman, James (OS
1998) is a paediatrician, and Michael (OS
1999) is a general practitioner in Darwin (our
little sister, Sylvia, is also a GP), and cousin
Julian Norris (OS 1994). However, Mum is the
real hero of course. Not only did she ferry us
around Sydney each Saturday, but she also
instilled in us a keen sense of doing our best
in all things.
My father, Robert, attended College Street
between 1957 and 1961, having come up
from Edgecliff Preparatory School (formerly
known as ‘EPS’). Before that, his father,
William, attended College Street for two years
in 1918 and 1919.
Neither my father or grandfather needed
shorts to help them stand out from the
crowd: they were the only boys of Chinese
background in their cohort. Robert believes
that William was not the first Chinese boy to
attend Grammar. Even still, considering the
White Australia policy of the early twentieth
century and the racially hostile environment
of 1950s Bondi where Robert grew up,
one might assume that their experiences
of education in one of the country’s most

prestigious schools would have been difficult.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
William’s Grammar education enabled
him to be a leader in the interface between
the Chinese community and government
bureaucracy. This was of particular use
during the Second World War and the Cold
War era. Although he did not speak about his
time at Grammar often, William found great
joy in the sustained links with the School
through his family.
Robert was in the last year of EPS where
‘Miss Van’ (Heuckelum) taught French and
Mr Butterley read Norse mythology stories,
conducted general knowledge quizzes and
taught Euclidean geometry. The Rev Clive
Goodwin from St Mark’s Darling Point taught
Scripture but could be diverted into holding a
quiz if the boys promised not to be ‘rowdy’.
The next year was the first under the new
ownership of Grammar where Reg Billing
headed a very happy school. My father tells
me that Reg was arguably the finest primary
teacher any boy could wish for.
Robert’s affection for Grammar has passed
into family folklore by way of a number of
personal memories: sitting next to Grammar’s
last Wallaby, ‘Nookie’ Tindall, in 2A Upper
(the equivalent of the top streamed Form I
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GRAMMAR GENERATIONS
class) in SB6; Theo Penglis, the lead guitarist
for the surf rock band, The Atlantics, was in
the same class; seeing the last Grammar First
XV to beat Joeys at Hunter’s Hill in 1967;
bribing his son, Peter, with unlimited icecream if he won a race at the GPS Athletics
(Peter’s 4 x 100 metre relay team won each
year from 1991–1993). Other memories
include seeing ‘the Chief’, Headmaster Colin
Healey, sprinting the length of Big School
to berate several boys who were skylarking.
‘This School does not have a chapel’, Healy
remonstrated, ‘but with all these memorials
we should treat it like one. So, have some
respect and in future walk quietly through
Big School’.
After leaving College Street, Robert studied
Law at Sydney University, completed his
Master of Laws at King’s College London, and
returned to practice in Sydney in the 1970s.
He taught Law at University of Technology
Sydney for a number of years and recently
completed a doctorate in Law. In 2010 he
was appointed a Member of the Order of
Australia in recognition of over four decades’
worth of voluntary service to the Anglican
Church of Australia and the global Anglican
Communion. At one point he was handselected by the Archbishop of Canterbury to
sit on one of his advisory panels.
My own experience of Grammar, some
forty years later, was similarly shaped by
the brilliant staff and quirky traditions, such
as receiving a chocolate frog each year to
commemorate (the ‘Mango’) Mr Mackerras’
birthday. Mr Sheldon ran a very tight ship
as the Master of the Lower School. Dr
Townsend commenced as Headmaster when
my eldest brother, Andrew, was in First Form.
A decade later, I remember the rousing and
spontaneous standing ovation Dr Townsend
received at his final Speech Day in 1998. In
a different way, my brothers and I remember
the education we received from ‘Sarge’ (Mr
Greg Bulger), even if he never taught us in
the classroom. But perhaps the best lesson
I was ever taught at Grammar came before
I arrived at College Street. No doubt there is
a whole generation of men who have been
ingrained by the social mores of Mr Maffey,
the Headmaster of St Ives Prep: always greet
someone with a firm handshake and look
them in the eye.
Our parents encouraged us to take full
advantage of what is on offer at Grammar,
and so another family tradition developed of
participating in as many things possible. Like
my brothers before me, I attended Grammar

Christians, did as much sport as possible, was
in a number of musical ensembles, and was
a member of the Cadet Corps. In many ways,
this says more about the nature of the School
than it does about my family. The flexibility
and freedom to cater for individuals within a
single community of diverse young men is a
unique thing in modern education.
Quite clearly from my family’s experience,
the Grammar education is not a modern
phenomenon.
Right: Robert Tong with son James in 1998
Below: Stephen, Andrew, Peter, James and
Michael all studying at Sydney University in 2003

Peter’s victorious 4 x 100 metre Relay team in 1994
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In Gallant Company
Philip Creagh (OS 1966) introduces his decade-long project of sharing the stories of Old
Sydneians who laid down their lives during the First World War in his book, In Gallant Company.
The Sydney Grammar School War Memorial,
unveiled in 1921 by Lieutenant General Sir
Harry Chauvel (OS 1884), is recognised as
one of the world’s great school memorials to
those who enlisted and gave their lives in the
Great War. At present it records the names
on the centre panel of 305 Old Sydneians
who lost their lives between August 1914 and
April 1919, and on the left and right panels
1,474 Old Sydneians and staff who voluntarily
enlisted and survived the War. Research
undertaken over the last eight years has
discovered another 29 Old Sydneians whose
names were inadvertently omitted from the
centre panel in 1921.
One of these Old Boys was Private
Frederick Howard Akhurst of the 3rd Brigade,
11th Battalion. Akhurst was a Grammar boy
from 1891–1892 and The Sydneian indicates
that he excelled at French. Akhurst was on
sentry duty at midnight when he was killed
by a nose cap shell or ‘pineapple’ bomb,
being hit in the front line of trenches on the
Somme, France on 17 February 1917. The
Australian Red Cross Wounded and Missing
Enquiry files humanise Akhurst and display
the mateship that thrived in the midst of
constant conflict. One fellow soldier states:
‘He was in my Battalion and he was a friend
of mine…’ and another recalls, ‘I saw his
grave at Bazentin … I knew him quite well’.
In time for Anzac Day next year, a
hardcover book will be launched bringing

to life the unique stories behind the names
on the centre panel of the First World War
Memorial in Big School, featuring a short
biography of each of the 334 Old Sydneians
identified as having died in this conflict.
Over 700 images will adorn the 500-page
publication which details serving Old
Sydneians when they were at School, the
many battlefields where they fought, and the
final resting places in over 15 countries where
they fell.
With the assistance of the School, the
Old Sydneians’ Union and the Australian
Government Department of Veterans Affairs,
this book strives to be a fitting tribute to all
Old Sydneians who gave their lives on behalf
of our fledgling nation.

Top: The Bazentin-le-Petit Cemetery, France
where Private Akhurst has been laid to rest
Above: Philip Creagh’s publication, due for release
in April 2019
Left: Studio portrait of Private Fred Akhurst
www.awm.gov.au/collection/P10685251
www.awm.gov.au/collection/R1504005
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Sydney Grammar School and the
Second World War
The Headmaster Dr Malpass has lent his support to
a School history project initiated by History Master
Dr Glozier. The project aims to tell the story of Old
Sydneians who participated in the Second World
War. Ultimately, this will take the form of a historical
narrative in book form. To achieve that outcome,
Dr Glozier’s initial aim is to research and record a
definitive list of all OS participants.
The names of 162 OS who lost their lives are
recorded on the WWII Honour Board in Big School.
That memorial was erected originally in June 1953, at
which time it included 149 names. It was soon after
updated to the present number.
The following nominal roll represents the second
instalment of research into OS participants based on
(a) The Sydneian list (No. 317, May 1946); (b) the
School’s Liber Nominum; (c) Australian military sources
(including the Australian War Memorial and websites
hosted by the Department of Veterans’ Affairs.

Pilots of 112 Squadron RAF grouped round the nose of
a Curtiss Tomahawk IIBs at LG 122 in Fort Meddelena,
Egypt on 30 November 1941. Sgt Henry George Burney
(eighth from left) attended Grammar in 1932 and was
killed in action on 30 May 1942.
Image courtesy of the Imperial War Museum, CM1820.

B Surnames
The information contained in the following list includes: Surname / Service Number / Rank /
Forename(s) / Armed Service / OS dates. + = died in service
BABBAGE, NX140308 CAPT Neville
Francis AAMC (1924-28)
BABER, S/4190 AS Richard
Edgecombe, DSM RANVR (1935-39)
BACKHOUSE, NX12230 LTCOL Allan
Norman ARMY (1914)
BACKHOUSE, N215503PTE Hugh
Gilbert (Albert) ARMY (1920-22)
BACKHOUSE, 263544 FLTLT John
Paxton Oscar RAAF (1917-20)
BACKHOUSE, N195491 SIG Thomas
James ARMY (1922-24)
BACON, NX16443 SPR / N318640
PTE Vincent Alfred ARMY (1919-20)
BADGERY, N425236 PTE Douglas
Henry ARMY (1924-25)
BADGERY, 412565 FLGOFF Frank
Alexander RAAF (1930)
BADGERY, NX54359 GNR Stuart
Matchem ARMY (1927-29)
BAGNALL, N237023SPR Calman
Clifford ARMY (1926-27)
BAINES, NX72458 DVR Colin Bruce
ARMY (1929-32)
BAKER, NX47111 CAPT Bernard
ARMY (1919-23)
BAKER, N156801 SGT Eugene
Carman ARMY (1925-26)
BAKER, NG2125 S/SGT Eustace
George W. ARMY (1921-26)
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BAKER, NX95789 GNR Harry John
ARMY (1912-14)
BAKER, NX177633 CPL Kevin Alan
ARMY (1933-37)
BAKER, NX108971 LCPL Rex
Raymond ARMY (1935-39)
BALDING, V365617 PTE William
Maurice ARMY (1934-38)
BALL, NX14712 SGT James
Creighton ARMY (1931)
BALL, N69486 S/SGT Leslie Arnold
ARMY (1913-15)
BALL, N387917 PTE / N468411 GNR
William Archelaus ARMY (1920-21)
BALLARD, NX165287 LT Frank
William ARMY (1921-34)
BALLARD, 411728 FLTLT Lloyd
Ronald Thomas RAAF (1938-39)
BALSILLIE, NX93587 SGT Douglas
James ARMY (1924-25)
BANKS, N319610 PTE Gordon
Drummond ARMY (1913-17)
BANKS, LTCDR James Matthew RAN
(1912-16)
BARBER, 403251 FLTLT John Robert
Hughes “Dick” RAAF (1926-28)
BARBOUR, 432408 FLGOFF Geoffrey
Hamilton Hume RAAF (1932-33)
BARBOUR, NX70792 CAPT Patrick
Hume ARMY (1932-33)

BARBOUR, NX90976 LSGT Richard
Thornton Harvey ARMY (1937-41)
BARCHAM, 71757 CPL Jack James
RAAF (1930-32)
BARDSLEY, NX57388 GNR James
Isaac ARMY (1926)
BARDSLEY, N278342 CAPT
Raymond ARMY (1911-13)
BARLING, 262225 SQNLDR Joseph
Somers RAAF (1918-22)
BARLOW, NX78181 PTE Nigel John
ARMY (1931)
BARNARD, NX126971 LT Bernard
Asher ARMY (1931-32)
BARNES, NX201954 CPL Arthur
Keith ARMY (1925-26)
BARNES, 120551 FLGOFF Charles
Edward RAAF (1918)
BARNES, S/4248 OAIV Harold Allen
RAN (1929-31)
BARNES, 264590 FLTLT Jack RAAF
(1914-18)
BARNES, 413815 FLGOFF Laurie Roy
Inglis RAAF (1936)
BARNES, NX44619 SPR / S/6246
LEUT Robert Ramsey ARMY / RAN
(1938-39)
BARNES, 65446 LAC William Henry
RAAF (1923-25)
BARNET, N172076 PTE Donald
McKay ARMY (1912-16)

BARNET, NX37404 CPL Evan
Hollingworth MacDonald ARMY
(1932-36)
BARNET, NX81027 TPR Ross
Gordon ARMY (1935-41)
BARNETT, NX101251 TPR Alan
David ARMY (1934-37)
BARNETT, CMDR Kenneth Malcolm
RAN (1941-42)
BARNETT, N324197 WO2 Mark
Leslie ARMY (1923-25)
BARNETT, NX190236 CPL Maxwell
Charles ARMY (1933)
BARNETT, 440049 FSGT Robert
Westbrook RAAF (1938-43)
BARRACK, NX30275 WO2 Reginald
Wallace ARMY (1935-37)
BARRACLOUGH, 265137 FLTLT John
Askham RAAF (1929-32)
BARRETT, NX102654 SGT Stanley
Parker ARMY (1925-26)
BARRETT, NX52670 GNR Leslie
ARMY (1925-27)
BARRON, NX44468 PTE Alan
Duncan ARMY (1935)
BARRY, NX77362 MAJ Hugh Collis
ARMY (1925-29)
BARRY, 64159 LAC William Nelson
RAAF (1937-38)
BARTLETT, Q226986 PTE Linden
Bruce ARMY (1915)

BARTLETT, NX30789 SGT George
Herbert ARMY (1930-34)
BARTON, NX92226 LCPL David
Edmund ARMY (1937-42)
BARWELL, 411476 LAC / N457734
PTE Robert Charles RAAF / ARMY
(1930-33)
BASCHE, NX115295 LT Rollo Oswald
ARMY (1925-29)
BASDEN, N478641 PTE Kenneth
Spencer ARMY (1938-41)
BASIL-JONES, 261289 WGCDR Dr
Brian James RAAF (1927-32)
BASIL-JONES, 267368 FLTLT Owen
Brierley RAAF (1932-38)
BASSER, NX110242 LT Adrian
Gustave Nelson AAMC (1929-33)
BASSETT, 423590 FLTLT Gordon
Charles RAAF (1939-40)
BASSETT, VX4962 PTE Ralph Leslie
ARMY (1935-36)
BATCHELOR, NX52014 LT Oliver
Hamilton ARMY (1930-33)
BATEMAN, S/V281 AB Alexander
Forester RAN (1927-28)
BATES, QX36573 CAPT Michael
Ratcliffe ARMY (1932-33)
BAVERSTOCK, N319395 GNR
William Bosville ARMY (1913-15)
BAVIN, NX81681 GNR John Anthony
ARMY (1936-37)

BAVIN, 261996 SQNLDR John
Winchcombe ARMY (1918-21)
BAY, NX80580 SGT Desmond
Burdett ARMY (1933-36)
BAYLDON, LTCDR Francis Wood
“Frank”, MBE RAN (1919-22)
+BAYLEY, NX52945 GNR Alan Rae
ARMY (1934-37)
+BAYLEY, 432092 FSGT Lindsay
Arthur RAAF (1929-31)
BAYLISS, N171625 CPL Clive Austin
ARMY (1915-21)
BAYNES, NX70454 LT J. Vernon
ARMY (1930-33)
BAYNES, N171075 PTE Kenneth
ARMY (1929-31)
BEADELL, NX134865 WO2 Leonard
ARMY (1939-41)
BEAGLEY, SBLT John Clifford RAN
(1930-34)
BEARDSMORE, NX112666 CAPT
Henry Robert ARMY (1925-28)
BEATTIE, NX139084 PTE Harry
Neville ARMY (1939-40)
BEAUMONT, NX105978 PTE John
Franklin ARMY (1933-35)
BECK, NX82120 GNR James Philip
ARMY (1936-37)
BEECROFT, NX100244 GNR William
George ARMY (1927-30)
BEEGLING, NX24799 CAPT Daniel
Thomas Grainger ARMY (1912-14)
BEEGLING, NX32823 PTE Robin Ivor
Blair ARMY (1916-18)
BEEHAG, N334461 PTE Aubrey
ARMY (1924-27)
BEGG, NX106855 LT Colin Elly
(Ebly) ARMY (1930-34)
BEGG, LEUT John Henry (MID) RAN
(1930-32)
BELL, NG2494 PTE John Gordon
ARMY (1912-14)
BENJAFIELD, NX76549 MAJ Robert
Vivian ARMY (1924-29)
BENJAMIN, NX12267 LTCOL David
James ARMY (1930-33)
BENJAMIN, H2986 STOKER Geoffrey
Albert RAN (1939-41)
BENJAMIN, Q123625 WO2 Leslie
Hyam (Hymie) ARMY (1920)
BENJAMIN, NX84670 CPL Lewis
Archibald Thomas (Louis Archie)
ARMY (1924)
BENNET, 262648 FLTLT Frank Sim
(Tim) RAAF (1915-19)
BENNETT, NX43381 PTE Charles
Newbon ARMY (1917-21)
BENNETT, 31280 SHIPWRIGHT III
James Jarman Anthony RAN (1918)
BENNETT, NX121381 SGT Franklin
Earl ARMY (1933-34)
BENNETT, NX145022 WO2 Guy
Thomas Hoyland ARMY (1933-37)
BENNS, NX55214 LBDR Linton
George Edward ARMY (1930-32)
BENSON, 402487 WOFF David
Bernard B. RAAF (1933-34)
BENSON, NX112408 S/SGT Edwin
(Edward) Charles ARMY (1930)
BENSON, NX154874 CPL Keith
Richard ARMY (1938-40)
BERESFORD, WX31966 LCPL John
De La Poer ARMY (1924-26)
BERESFORD, N438076 LCPL Marcus
De La Poer ARMY (1924-25)
BERGMAN, NX16401 GNR Norman
Theodor ARMY (1920-22)
BERKMAN, N214450 S/SGT William
Keith ARMY (1934-38)
BERMAN, NX147715 LSGT Maxwell
Frederick ARMY (1937-38)
BERNE, 265198 FLTLT Aubrey Percy
RAAF (1913-16)
BERRIMAN, N176616 CPL Ronald
Watkin ARMY (1929-33)
BERTINSHAW, NX201163 CAPT
Leonard Dolan ARMY (1929-34)
BESLEY, N471082 PTE Brian Charles
ARMY (1929)
BESLEY, 402942 FLGOFF Harvey
RAAF (1929)
BEST, 137327 LAC Thomas James
RAAF (1939-40)
BETTSON, 421558 FLTLT John
Lascelles RAAF (1934-39)
BEVAN, NX59136 LT Edward Powell
ARMY (1930-33)
BIDEN, NX118275 PTE Paul ARMY
(1938)

BIDDULPH, NX27657 CPL Edward T.
“Ted” ARMY (1929-35)
BIDDULPH, NX31715 PTE Hereward
Robin “Keith” ARMY (1935-37)
BIELER, S/4192 AB Bromley James
RAN (1934-36)
BIERWIRTH, 42967 SGT David Ralph
RAAF (1935-36)
BINNEY, NX32194 S/SGT Richard
Warren ARMY (1926-28)
BINNS, N241523 PTE Fred ARMY
(1918-22)
BINNS, N386384 PTE / 267439
FLTLT William Frayling ARMY /
RAAF (1922-28)
BINNS, 266944 FLTLT Frederick John
RAAF (1928-33)
BIRD, QX6680 CPL Edward Borgen
(Bogen) ARMY (1916-18)
BIRD, 132829 LAC James Eric RAAF
(1927-29)
BIRNIE, N23027 GNR / 70094 LAC
John Henry ARMY / RAAF (1933)
BLACK, NX81177 PTE John Douglas
Wenyss (N.) ARMY (1917-19)
BLACK, NX42981 LT William Richard
ARMY (1932-33)
BLACKET, NX70976 MAJ Keith
Etheridge ARMY (1915-21)
BLACKET, NX142359 CAPT Wilfred
Russell ARMY (1915-21)
BLACKMAN, VX4461 LCPL Timothy
Edmund ARMY (1927-29)
BLACKSHAW, 25875 SIG William
Dunleath (Dunbeath) RAN (1939-40)
BLACKWELL, 421842 FLGOFF
Donald Grant RAAF (1938-39)
BLAIKIE, NX33592 LT Clement John
ARMY (1926-31)
BLAIKIE, NX110300 LT George Neil
ARMY (1926-31)
BLAIR, NX34988 MAJ Angus Riggall
(Riggole) ARMY (1917-18)
BLAKEMORE, 1180 Conrad George
Howell RAAF (1913-16)
BLAKENEY, NX68613 PTE Ernest
Rowland ARMY (1919-21)
BLAND, NX25352PTE Arthur
Norwood ARMY (1928)
BLANTON, 265961 FLTLT Leonard
Moorehead RAAF (1925)
BLANTON, 432743 WOFF Sydney
George RAAF (1941)
BLENKIN, N106195 PTE Charles
Hubert ARMY (1919-14)
+BLIGHT, 101036 FLTLT Peter
Harden Goyen (Eugen), DSO, DFC
RAFVR (1934)
BLISS, S6947 AB Robert Anthony
RAN (1937-41)
BLISS, N318790 PTE William John
ARMY (1922-28)
BLOMBERG, 433564 FLTLT John
RAAF (1941)
BLUE, NX20120 PTE Neil Irwin
ARMY (1924-33)
BLUETT, NX126821 PTE Robert
Edward ARMY (1922-25)
BLUNDELL, NX17528 CAPT Eric
James ARMY (1925-26)
BLUNDELL, NX81286 DVR Richard
John ARMY (1924-26)
BODDAM-WHETHAM, 68909 AC1
David Harry RAAF (1939-40)
BODDAM-WHETHAM, NX100065
CAPT Tudor Cecil (MID) ARMY
(1929-30)
BODDINGTON, NX108687 S/SGT
Wallace Pauley ARMY (1932-35)
BODDY, S/5529 AB Ian Arthur RAN
(1935-39)
BODE, NX133955 CAPT Henry
Francis Arding ARMY (1917-21)
BODE, NX35098 CAPT Lennox Gray
Incledon ARMY (1917-23)
BOHRSMANN, 35661 SGT Cedric
Otto Cary RAAF (1922-28)
BOLTON, S/9269 SBLT Alexander
Thorley RAN (1940-43)
BOLTON, S/7005 LEUT John Thorley
RAN (1939-41)
BOND, 4785 Ernest Stanford RAAF
(1924-329)
BOND, NX171551 SGT Lindsay
Dangar ARMY (1935-40)
BOND, NX38981 PTE Winston Kevin
ARMY (1937-38)
BOOTHROYD, NX22777 GNR
Gordon Sharland ARMY (1930)

BORTHWICK, Q228979 PTE John
ARMY (1920-23)
BORTON, N236697 SIG / 429142
WOFF Phillip Jack ARMY / RAAF
(1939-40)
BOSLER, NX111192 PTE Stanley
ARMY (1933-36)
BOTHAM, NX204993 CPL Barry Leo
ARMY (1941-43)
BOULTON, N236607 PTE George
Cyrus ARMY (1919-20)
BOURKE, NX54691 LT Edmund
Stafford ARMY (1927-30)
BOVILL, LEUT John Osborne RAN
(1932-36)
BOWDEN, N388339 Wilfred Albert
ARMY (1918-21)
BOWIE, 35285 LAC Ian Paul Grafton
RAAF (1923-25)
BOWIE-WILSON, 262729 SQNLDR
John RAAF (1919-24)
BOWIE-WILSON, NX34704 MAJ
William “Bill” ARMY (1927-32)
BOWMAN, 422395 FLTLT Reginald
RAAF (1935)
BOYCE, N290520 CAPT Eric
Livingstone ARMY (1917)
BOYD, NX202141 LT Alan Stuart
ARMY (1929-32)
BOYD, 261515 LT Charles William
Linklater ARMY (1930-33)
BOYD, Q228919 CPL Keith ARMY
(1927-28)
BOYLE, NX162212 SGT Frederick
Albert ARMY (1932-34)
BOYLE, NX101374 SGT William
(Wilfred) Mervyn ARMY (1935-38)
BOYLSON, 265960 FLGOFF
Frederick Saunders RAAF (1918-24)
BOYS, N379971 LSGT Harvey Hatton
ARMY (1918-21)
BRADDOCK, 66480 CPL Ainsley
Norman RAAF (1921)
BRADFORD, 64223 CPL Eric David
George RAAF (1923-26)
BRADFORD, N353139 Harold
Paterson ARMY (1911-14)
BRADISH, V14211 CPL Robert
Richard ARMY (1922-24)
BRADLEY, N256315 CPL Baden Cecil
ARMY (1938-39)
BRADLEY, 154221 AC1 Mark RAAF
(1940)
BRADSHAW, S8699 AB Robert Allen
RAN (1935-43)
BRAIN, 1370 WGCDR Lester Joseph
RAAF (1917-18)
BRAKELL, N390781 SPR Barry ARMY
(1932-34)
BRAKELL, NX125582 CPL Geoffrey
ARMY (1936-37)
BRANDON, N350978 LSGT Gordon
John Spiller ARMY (1927-31)
BRAY, N324081 CAPT Alfred Henry
Keith ARMY (1904-07)
BRAY, NX71026 CAPT Frank Brian
ARMY (1930-34)
BREARLEY, NX71098 MAJ Edwin
Andrew ARMY (1895-?)
BREARLEY, NX15348 LCPL Edwin
Gilson ARMY (1930-35)
BREARLEY, NX15869 LCPL Keith
John Foxton ARMY (1928-34)
BREATHOUR, 432100 FLGOFF Jack
Graeme RAAF (1934-38)
BREDEN, NX12441 LT Owen John
ARMY (1922-23)
BRENNAN, NX101739 CAPT Brian
Larmer (Bryan Larmour) ARMY
(1926-30)
BRENNAN, NX17697 SGT Hugh
Richard ARMY (1930-32)
BRENNAN, NX133713 LT John
Reginald ARMY (1937-38)
BRETT, NX83334 TPR Charles
Graham Rollo ARMY (1940)
BREW, 402220 WOFF William
Aubrey RAAF (1928-33)
+BRIAN, FLGOFF Alan Ellis RAF
(1927)
BRIAN, N230142 PTE / 70153
FLGOFF Alfred Edward Ellis ARMY /
RAAF (1927-29)
BRIDEKIRK, NX86743 WO2 Harry
Joseph ARMY (1928-30)
BRIDEKIRK, 130737 LAC Frederick
Charles RAAF (1932-33)
BRIDEKIRK, 33404 FLGOFF John
Hutton “Jack” RAAF (1933-34)

BRIDGES, PTE Cecil Murray Edwin
ARMY (1913-17)
BRIDGMAN, NX14989 SGT Douglas
Victor ARMY (1930-33)
BRIDGMAN, 422117 FLTLT Robert
William RAAF (1934-38)
BRIGHT, 420856 FLGOFF Arthur
Lang RAAF (1936-39)
BRIXLEY, NX99171 CAPT Harold
Clive ARMY (1922-24)
BRODIE, N447796 PTE Alexander
Dill ARMY (1926-29)
BROOK, 139781 LAC Ormonde Clive
RAAF (1937-41)
BROOK, NX96355 PTE Raymond
John ARMY (1936-38)
BROOKE, N164256 LT Victor James
ARMY (1915)
BROOKS, NX72424 PTE Brian
Seymour ARMY (1931-33)
BROOKS, NX34659 LT John
Seymour ARMY (1932-36)
BROOKS, NX149935 CPL Lionel
Claude ARMY (1932-34)
BROOME, NX18009 SIG Francis
Guido ARMY (1923-34)
BROUGHTON, NX91701 GNR /
267513 FLTLT James Throsby ARMY
/ RAAF (1930-32)
BROUGHTON, 444301 SGT Peter
Glenwood RAAF (1942)
BROWN, N234085 CPL Adrian
ARMY (1913-16)
BROWN, NX163043 CPL Bruce
William ARMY (1922-24)
BROWN, SX4695 CAPT Carlton
Westwood ARMY (1917-20)
BROWN, N236046 Douglas Scott
ARMY (1938-41)
BROWN, VX59858 LT Edgar George
ARMY (1917)
BROWN, NX11425 PTE Harold
Graham ARMY (1923-25)
BROWN, 3E-ENG Jack Graham MN
(1923-25)
BROWN, Q222009 PTE John
Wyndham ARMY (1933-36)
BROWN, 25784 CODER Keith Hall
RAN (1937)
BROWN, NX148172 PTE Lloyd
Robert ARMY (1940-41)
BROWN, 133488 LAC Malcolm
Haywood RAAF (1925-28)
BROWN, 262106 WGCDR Maurice
Alexander RAAF (1927-29)
BROWN, NX161456 PTE Neville
Anstruther ARMY (1930-32)
BROWN, 433809 AC1 Perry Robert
RAAF (1937-42)
BROWN, 33990 FSGT Raymond
Alfred RAAF (1930-32)
BROWN, 4854 FLTLT Reginald
Ernest Braithwaite RAAF (1923-25)
BROWN, N42520 GNR / 424261
FLTLT Ronald Scott ARMY / RAAF
(1936-37)
BROWN, NX165233 SGT Victor
Milman (Neilman) ARMY (1929-30)
BROWN, NX22392 GNR Walter
Stewart ARMY (1924-30)
BROWNE, NX59836 LT Wallace
Joseph ARMY (1923-25)
BROWNHILL, NX8737 CAPT Fitzroy
Clarence ARMY (1925-27)
BROWNRIGG, NX78911 CPL Marcus
Knight Blake ARMY (1922-26)
BRUCE, N230313 SPR Graeme
Burnett ARMY (1938-39)
BRUCE, NX175986 SGT John Sage
ARMY (1939)
BRUCE, NX170049 SPR Malcolm
Wilkie ARMY (1940-41)
BRYANT, NX19186 SPR Marcus
Leedom ARMY (1917)
BRYANT, QX6386 CAPT Dudley
Masterton ARMY (1924)
BUCHANAN, NX112702 MAJ John
(Jack) Percy ARMY (1916-20)
BUCHANAN, 261779 SQNLDR Neil
RAAF (1922-24)
BUCKLE, NX126493 MAJ Alexander
Croll ARMY (1909-14)
BUCKLE, S6281 AB Ian Perdriau
RAN (1934-40)
BUCKLE, S5963 AB John Alexander
Thomas RAN (1932-40)
BUCKLE, N387060 CPL John
Wiseman ARMY (1910-14)

BULFIN, 21887 FSGT Keith Edward
George RAAF (1930)
BULLARD, 6083 PO William Charles
Lancelot RAN (1916-17)
BULLEN, NX24471 LT Wilfred
Nelson ARMY (1928-31)
BULLER, NX44373 DVR Edward
Yarde ARMY (1919-22)
BULTEAU, 2148041 MAJ Volnay
(Volneg) Gordon ARMY (1931-32)
BUNDEY, 423617 AC2 Ambrose
RAAF (1939-40)
BUNDOCK, 445758 LAC Rodney
Wellington RAAF (1936-40)
BURCH, 3MATE John Wesley MN
(1924-27)
BURCHER, NX147943 CPL George
Frederick Rowley ARMY (1928-30)
BURGE, VX14502 SGT Edwin Alfred
ARMY (1930-322)
BURGE, NX139740 WO1 Reginald
Reuben ARMY (1921-22)
BURGESS, 433712 WOFF Herbert
Boyd RAAF (1941-42)
+BURGESS, 423076 FSGT Malcolm
Robert RAAF (1933-38)
BURKE, NX101532 LT Barry Frank
ARMY (1936-38)
BURKITT, NX90977 PTE Neville
Edward Ussher ARMY (1934-41)
BURLEY, 12145 FSGT John Gray
RAAF (1923)
BURLEY, S/9409 AB John MacIntosh
RAN (1940-42)
BURLEY, 73714 LAC Warren RAAF
(1938-39)
+BURNEY, 402343 PLTOFF Henry
George “Tom” RAAF (1932)
BURNELL, 412896 FLTLT Stanley
William RAAF (1933-35)
+BURNHAM, 413165 SGT John
Stanley RAAF (1935-37)
BURNHAM, 135089 LAC Maxwell
RAAF (1935-42)
BURNS, NX12813 LCPL Charles
Malcolm ARMY (1929-33)
BRUCE, N225571 PTE Ronald Bruce
ARMY (1923-26)
BURNS, 21161 PTE Ross Richard
ARMY (1942-44)
BURRETT, MAJOR 568 COL Athol
Frederick ARMY (1908-11)
BURROUGH, WX11251 CAPT
Richard Denis ARMY (1922-26)
BURROWS, NX103935 CAPT Royden
George Osborne ARMY (1928-32)
BURT, NX54210 CPL John Antill
ARMY (1930-36)
BURTON, NX114463 LSGT Sydney
Ronald ARMY (1917-22)
+BUSBY, 418798 FLGOFF John
Harold “Jock” RAAF (1937)
BUSBY, NX124827 PTE Richard
Barry ARMY (1939-40)
BUSSELL, N237754 PTE Albert Crane
ARMY (1929)
BUSSELL, 422795 FLGOFF Stanley
Herbert RAAF (1929-32)
BUSWELL, N388267 PTE Hayd Ewart
ARMY (1912-14)
BUTCHER, NX58183 SGT Charles
Edward ARMY (1914)
BUTLER, N401076 PTE Henry David
ARMY (1929)
BUTLER, NX173536 LT John
Turnham ARMY (1934-36)
BUTLER, 166934 LAC Pierce Leo
RAAF (1935-36)
BUTTERLEY, NX206888 SGT Harlin
John Lascelles ARMY (1940-44)
BUTTFIELD, 265814 FLTLT Eric Alec
(Sloan) RAAF (1924-25)
BUTTFIELD, 133618 LAC Peter
Cameron RAAF (1937-40)
BYLES, N383290 PTE Baldur Unwin
ARMY (1921-22)
BYLES, N349377 LT David John
ARMY (1916-20)
BYRNE, NX166831 SIG Gordon
Brownlow ARMY (1938-40)
BYRNE, NX203548 CAPT Ian Donald
ARMY (1934-37)
BYRNE, NX155180 SGT Leslie John
ARMY (1926-28)
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Grammar and the Boer War
Grammar’s strong presence in Australian military service history is acknowledged by Dr Honor
Auchinleck, granddaughter of Sir Harry Chauvel, who reviews Dr Matthew Glozier’s recent book,
Sydney Grammar School and the South African Boer War.

Top left: AB ‘Banjo’ Paterson at the time
of his return from the Boer War
(Photo courtesy of the Paterson Estate)
Top right: British and Australian Army
officers 1900 (Photo courtesy of AWM)
Above: Reginald Manning Heron’s (OS
1892) war medals
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The School’s Boer War Memorial
to the memory of the eleven of
the thirteen Old Sydneians who
lost their lives in the Boer War
is featured on the cover of Dr
Matthew Glozier’s book, Sydney
Grammar School and the South
African Boer War, 1899–1902. Dr
Glozier has researched their stories
in detail as well as those of the
150 Old Sydneians who served in
the Boer War.
Among the Old Sydneians who
fell in the Boer War was Keith
Kinnaird Mackellar whose letters
to his sister, poet Dorothea Mackellar, give a
glimpse of the human context of the conflict
and also illustrate the link between the
School’s former pupils and Australia’s nascent
literary traditions. AB (‘Banjo’) Paterson
added his own touch through his work as a
war correspondent and poet of the Boer War.
The book pays tribute to the far-sighted
headmaster Albert Bythesea Weigall
CMG MA who formed the School’s Cadet
Corps in 1871, thus instilling in his pupils
the importance of service. With first aid
instruction beginning at the school in 1881,
it is not surprising that prominent among
the contributors to the history of Australian
Army medical services was Old Sydneian and
veteran of the war in Sudan, medical officer
Surgeon-Major (later Surgeon-General Sir)
William Williamson.

As is so often the pattern in history, one
conflict became the training ground for the
next. Notably, one-third of the Old Sydneians
who served in the Boer War were among
the 1,780 Old Sydneians who served in the
First World War. General Sir Harry Chauvel,
Colonel JAK Mackay and Brigadier General
John Macquarie Antill were three of the 150
Old Sydneians who served in the Boer War
and then went on to distinguish themselves
in the First World War. Colonel Normand
Maclaurin, who at the time of the Boer War
had enlisted but was kept back in Australia,
fell at Gallipoli and was one of the 300 Old
Sydneians who died in the First World War.
Other Old Sydneians served with distinction
in France and the Middle East, and many of
those who served in the First World War went
on to serve again in the Second World War.
Notably Chauvel was reputed to have said,
‘that he had been as proud to see his name
in The Sydneian as a [school cadet corps]
corporal as in the [Australian Army] Gazette
as a Lieutenant General (The Sydneian,
1957). Clearly Chauvel regarded his training
in the school cadets as one of the most
formative aspects of his military training.
Sydney Grammar School and the South
African Boer War clearly demonstrates
that Grammar has its place in the heart of
the history of military service and of wider
service in the community.
Book available to purchase via lulu.com

POSTCARDS
We hear from eight Old Sydneians making their mark at home and abroad.

James Mackenzie (OS 1981)
Journalist for Reuters
Afghanistan

Richard Mailey (OS 1961)
Co-Founder of CareFlight
NSW, Australia
I was on the train to Cronulla after finishing
school at Grammar one afternoon and, as
the train was departing Central Station, a
14-year-old schoolboy attempted to run and
jump from the platform into the carriage but
slipped and fell between the train and the
platform. Another boy and I managed to
grab his arm and held him up until the train
stopped halfway along the platform. That
was my first experience saving a person’s
life and, while I didn’t realise it at the time, it
was a preview of what became my lifetime of
voluntary life-saving.
In 1973, I was a founding member
and director of Elouera Surf Life Saving
Club when Sydney Branch Surf Lifesaving
was seeking positions to crew their first
surf rescue helicopter. There were many
difficulties to overcome as this was the
first Australian medical-rescue helicopter
operation outside the military. But once
surf clubs and emergency services started to
realise what a rescue helicopter could do –
from surf and cliff rescues to landing at road
crashes – the rest became history.
I served 16 years as a senior rescue
crewman, crew chief, in finance, marketing

and fundraising. It was the beginning of a
new era in saving lives, all on a voluntary
basis. Now the service is celebrating its 45th
year. Medical-rescue helicopters now operate
all over Australia, with more than half a
million lives saved since we started.
Needing to have a full medical focus,
in 1986 our team left the Surf Life Saving
Australia’s Westpac helicopter and, supported
by doctors who were critical care specialists,
we established CareFlight, which we based
in Sydney at Westmead Hospital. In order to
buy a helicopter, along with another fellow
CareFlight director, we mortgaged our houses
to fund our first aircraft. Our first sponsor was
HCF, before NRMA became our main sponsor
for 20 years. Our motto was “the next life we
save could be yours”.
In addition to its Sydney operations,
in 2010 CareFlight took over the Top End
Aeromedical Services operating out of the
Northern Territory. This utilises our fleet of
dedicated turbo-prop King Air and Beech
jet aircraft, as well as two medical-rescue
helicopters. In 2016, CareFlight celebrated 30
years of service in saving more than 50,000
lives.

I left school with no very clear idea of
what I wanted to do, and after graduating
from the University of Sydney and going
travelling, I found myself working as a clerk
for Reuters news agency in a dingy office
near St Paul’s Cathedral in London. I can’t
pretend it was very glamorous or important
work – cutting out newspaper articles about
Malaysian rubber and Belgian drop-forged
steel production – but it eventually led to
writing stock market reports in Frankfurt
and from there to many other places as a
correspondent.
Since 2015 I have been based in
Afghanistan, reporting on a conflict which
started when I was in Third Form and
which is still going on, 40 years later. It is an
interesting job, despite the occasional alarms,
requiring mainly an ability to take the rough
with the smooth and stay up late.
You also have to be able to get on with
other people, which is something I learned
at school as much as anywhere else. There
are serious and difficult aspects, particularly
in a country like Afghanistan where people
are being killed every day and, in an age
of propaganda and spin of all sorts, there
is a great responsibility to try to report as
honestly and accurately as possible. But it has
its enjoyable and unexpected sides as well.
Any of my old Fourth XV teammates
reading this may get a laugh out of the fact
that at times in the past, I’ve even had to
cover rugby.
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POSTCARDS

Greg Kaldor (OS 1985)

Viv Fernandes (OS 2002)

Macro Equity Strategist at
Bank of America
New York City, USA

Compliance Policy Advisor, Forum
Fisheries Agency
Honiara, Solomon Islands

Two recent events made me realise how well
Grammar prepared me for the rest of my
life. In hindsight, my two favourite subjects
in high school – Economics and Physics –
evolved into a passion of my work life. These
subjects also turned out to be my highest
HSC scores. It was only when turning 50 it
occurred to me how much I learned in Forms
V and VI. These subjects proved to be the
oxygen for the rest of my life.
As the Macro Equity Strategist at Bank of
America Merrill Lynch based in New York,
my job is to help large investors make money
in global equity markets. To this day, what
I learned from my Economics teacher, Mr
Graeme Carleton, remains the macro building
blocks of my job today.
At the micro level of economics, I recently
sat on a panel at a conference for undergraduate
women studying Physics at Columbia
University. My role on the panel was to discuss
opportunities for Physics students in finance.
At this conference, my epiphany was to realise
how much my Physics teacher at Grammar, Mr
Kerry Crowe-Mai had impacted my life.
If you want to beat the index you need to
own the stocks that are going up faster than
the index. The industry calls this ‘momentum’
but really it is part of Fifth Form Physics. as
this is simply the definition of velocity.
Who knew I would make a career of
finding the intersection of macroeconomics and
velocity in equity and currency markets? The
training came from Grammar, Mr Carleton and
Mr Crowe-Mai for having such a big impact on
my life. It just took more than 30 years to figure
it out.

After completing a Bachelor of Science
(Marine Sciences) and Bachelor of Laws at
the University of Sydney, I worked as an
environmental lawyer in private practice for
a number of years. I then shifted my career
to focus on public interest environmental
law, obtaining a Masters in Environmental
and Natural Resources Law from the
USA, specialising in international marine
conservation. My career in this field was
further developed working for various
environmental non-government organisations,
many of which specialised in international
fisheries work, throughout the western and
central Pacific Ocean.
My current role is Compliance Policy
Adviser for the Pacific Islands Forum
Fisheries Agency, an intergovernmental
agency based in the Solomon Islands that
supports 17 Pacific Island member countries
in the sustainable management of their
offshore tuna fisheries. I am responsible for
providing policy and general compliance
advice to member countries in an effort to
address illegal fishing activity and advise on
national, regional and international fisheries
obligations.
My job is extremely diverse and rewarding,
providing me with an opportunity to have
a direct hand in the conservation and
management of the Pacific’s tuna industry,
worth up to $USD 5 billion per year.
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Alexander McKenzie
(OS 2006)
Musician
New York City, USA
One definitive aspect of my time at Grammar,
which had a special impact on my life during
school time and afterwards, was the way
in which boys who show an early interest
in something very specific are encouraged
and supported. With high expectations from
wonderful musicians like Ms Rita Fin, Ms Kim
Waldock and Mr Vlad Khusid (to name just a
few), as well as the excitement of competing
in school eisteddfods, I was fortunate enough
to have performed many concerts both at
Grammar and elsewhere, years before I was
given to chance to do so professionally.
I loved to play jazz as a teenager, and it
was also at this time that Mr Vlad Khusid
untiringly taught me how to improvise, and
also gave me the opportunity of performing
outside the Grammar environment. It was
only many years later that it became apparent
to me that an element of improvisation is
very important to the way I play classical
music.
I’ve tried to be very curious about the
philosophy of music as well and I think that
the tools for this area are ones I probably
began developing particularly through
English, Latin and Ancient Greek studies
at school. In April I made my performance
debut at Carnegie Hall in New York, and it
was amazing to meet so many Grammar boys
based in New York at the concert!

David Rector (OS 1982)

Graham Ogle (OS 1977)

TV Producer-Director and Counsellor
Sydney, Australia

General Manager, International
Diabetes Foundation Life for a
Child Programme
Sydney, Australia

I was of a generation who believed that
we needed to find one thing to do for the
rest of our lives. Yet in joining the dots
of my adulthood it is clear that life has
many chapters; sometimes related, but not
necessarily expected. I feel fortunate to have
had more than one career and I appreciate
the foundations for a work ethic and a
professionalism that my eight years with
Grammar (two at Edgecliff Prep) provided.
After school, I deferred university for two
years, exploring shared households, jobs in
banking and the court system. Then, after
graduating with an Arts Degree, I literally
fell into my dream job with the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation. Beginning in the
ABC Archives as a researcher, I ascended
by way of outstanding in-house training,
becoming a television producer-director. I
was privileged to work in the newsroom
for production on live broadcasts as well as
toil in comedy and entertainment programs,
enjoying access to the best journalists, writers
and actors as I notched up 20 years with our
national broadcaster.
But all good things must come to an
end. In 2008 I returned to a former passion:
volunteering. I studied life coaching and
counselling and achieved diplomas in both
modalities. I chose initially to volunteer with
charities in the LGBT sphere: the product
of a lifelong commitment to helping folks
in my community deal with prejudice,
vilification and isolation simply for being
‘different’. Currently as a paid phone and
web counsellor, my second career has
been fulfilling in ways that storytelling and
‘show business’ were not. But as a televison
director my job was to get the best out of
all production personnel. Likewise as a
counsellor, my goal is to champion clients to
be their very best.
I may have intended to do just one thing
after secondary school, but as it turns out I
have multiple tools in my kit and I am very
thankful for great institutions like the Public
Service, the University of Sydney and Sydney
Grammar School for gifting me those footholds
to climb the unpredictable tree of life.

Peter Smith (OS 2007)
Major League Rugby Fly-half
Seattle, USA
I entered high school thinking I was a soccer
player. It wasn’t until mandatory attendance
at Weigall forced me to witness a First XV
rugby match that I knew I wanted to play
rugby. During my first game, I came off
the bench in the 14Ds. In my last game for
the School, I captained our First XV to an
80-point victory.
It’s not the norm for a Grammar boy
to pursue a career in sports. Much of my
younger years were spent kicking balls at the
park rather than doing internships and work
experience like the rest of my friends.
I was fortunate enough to get my first
professional contract in Italy at the age of 21.
From there, I moved to join The Ospreys in
the European Pro 14 and then spent a couple
of seasons in the Japanese Top League with
the Coca-Cola West Red Sparks and the
Kubota Spears.
Injury forced a career change. In 2015
I was offered a college scholarship to play
American Football as a Kicker and Punter
at the University of Central Missouri, USA.
I went on to play Arena Football before
returning to rugby and signing with the
Seattle Seawolves in the newly formed Major
League Rugby competition, which is where
I am happily today. Furthermore, the Seattle
Seawolves won the Major League Rugby
Championship this year.
Needless to stay, it has been an incredible
journey so far and I am fortunate that sport
has taken me all around the world. I have
had some unforgettable experiences – but
one of my most cherished memories will
always be playing rugby with my friends on a
Saturday afternoon at Weigall.

Doctor? Astronomer? Geologist? Economist?
These were the choices in my last years at
Grammar. In the end I chose medicine, but
I still look at the stars, collect minerals, and
read up on economics.
During my medical degree, we all had an
elective term. I went to Papua New Guinea
(PNG) and saw the tragic consequences
of under-resourced health services. After
university, I specialised in paediatrics. Why?
Kids are fun and they keep you on your toes!
I then ‘sub-specialised’ in paediatric diabetes.
In 1993 I was given the opportunity to
return to PNG to work with a church medical
mission. For the next six years my wife and
I, with young children in tow, worked in
PNG and Cambodia, helping to set up health
services. We had many crazy and wonderful
experiences and made many life-long friends.
On return to Australia, I was asked to
set up and manage a novel programme to
help children with diabetes in less-resourced
countries. These children commonly die or
remain very sick because they can’t access
insulin and other care. So, with help of
many people from around the world, the
International Diabetes Federation Life for
a Child Programme started and grew, now
helping 18,500 young people with diabetes
in 41 countries – from Timbuktu to Tashkent,
Pyongyang to Port-au-Prince, and many
places in between.
One of the many lessons I have learnt is
the power of networks, to exchange ideas
and collaborate, and to help you dream of
and achieve previously impossible things.
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THE TIES THAT BIND
Old Sydneians reunite and rekindle their friendships, forged during their school
years at Grammar.

Friday 26 October
The 1950-51-52 Annual Lunch, at Weigall
Pavilion this year commemorating 100 years
since the end of The First World War and
Grammar’s significant involvement in this
conflict.

Friday 26 October
1973 45-year Reunion Lunch at The Union
Hotel, North Sydney.

Saturday 27 October
L–R: Jasper Schoff (OS 2017) at Harvard College, Shalen De Silva (OS 2001) at Harvard School of Public Health,
Sebastian Schwartz (OS 2015) at Harvard College, David Maher (OS 2007) at Harvard Business School, Andrew
Goldberg (OS 2009) at Harvard Business School, Connor Taylor (OS 2010) at Harvard Business School, Brendan
Falk (OS 2015) at Harvard College and Ed Arthy (St Ives Prep) at Harvard Business School.

GPS Bowral Lunch at Bowral Golf Club.

Wednesday 31 October
1953 and 1954 Reunion Lunch at The Oaks
Hotel, Neutral Bay.

Old Boys at Harvard!
Old Sydneian Connor Taylor (OS 2010), while studying a MBA at Harvard Business School,
attended the Harvard Committee on Australian Studies dinner, catching up with a number of
Old Sydneians currently studying at Harvard.

1963 55-year Reunion
A 55-year Reunion Dinner for the year of
1963 was held at Weigall Pavilion on Saturday
1 September, 2018. The convenors were Tim
Ross, Denis Hilary and Michael Soulos.

Sunday 4 November
2003 15-year Reunion at Native Drops Cellar,
Bondi.

Saturday 17 November
2008 10-year Reunion at The Tilbury Hotel,
Woolloomooloo.

Friday 30 November
1945-46-47 Annual Lunch, Wallace King
Room, College Street.

Saturday 1 December
2013 5-year Reunion at The Greens, North
Sydney.

1988 30-year Reunion
A 30-year Reunion for the year of 1988
was held on Saturday 18 August at The
Light Brigade Hotel in Woollahra, after
some attended Back to Weigall Day at
Weigall Sportsground. Organised by
Sandy Basten and Gavin Lesnie, the
reunion included Old Boys from London,
San Francisco and Vancouver.
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Wednesday 5 December
1948 70-year Reunion and 1949 Annual Lunch
at The Greenwood Hotel, North Sydney.

Friday 14 December
1993 25-year Reunion Drinks at The Phoenix
Hotel, Woollahra.

1968 50-year Reunion
A very successful, 50-year Reunion Lunch
for the year of 1968 was held at Nick’s
Bar and Grill, King Street Wharf, Darling
Harbour on Saturday 25 August, 2018.
The convenors were Tony Wehby, Tim
Hobson, Kim Rudder and Rick Stroud.

Photos courtesy of John Edwards

OSU Annual Dinner
The 2018 Old Sydneians’ Dinner was held in Big School on Thursday, 27 September 2018. The
President of the OSU, Mr Ian Plater (OS 1969) announced the Old Sydneian of the Year for
2018, Mr Richard Cranna OAM (OS 1961-62). The guest speaker was Mr Robert Grant AM (OS
1958-59), former Headmaster of Shore and author of AAGPS Games to Play Out. Headmaster,
Dr Richard Malpass, provided an update on life at Grammar. Other special guests were Prof.
Richard Henry AM (OS 1969 and Trustee) and The Hon. Justice Mark Leeming (OS 1986 and
Trustee), together with Mr Brian Larking OAM (President of the GPS Old Boys’ Union Council
Inc.) and representatives from other GPS schools.

GPS Gold Challenge
Old Boys from the years of 1985 and 1986
participated in games for The GPS Gold
Challenge 2018, which included Golf at Ryde
Parramatta Golf Club on Friday 12 October
and a variety of games and a Closing Dinner
at St Ignatius College on Saturday 13 October.

Thursday 25 October
Saturday 20 October
Attended by 110, the 1978 40-year Reunion Dinner at Tattersalls Club, organised by Kymbal
Dunne, was a raging success and included former masters Mr Steve Anthony, Mr Andrew
Stewart, Mr John Lanser, Mr Laurie Fahy, Mr Gordon Cooper and Mr Geoff Simmons. A detailed
survey was passed around to attendees, concluding that the most popular item from the
Grammar Tuckshop was the pineapple doughnut. Brian Westlake was a late apology. A small
reunion for 1978 also took place in London at the same time. Both reunions saw Grammar’s
Alligator War Cry chanted with great vigour.

The 1955 and 1956 old boys enjoyed a
reunion lunch held on Thursday 25th
October, 2018 in The Terrace Bar at The
Oaks Hotel, Neutral Bay, with Brian Folbigg
and Philip West (the convenors of the lunch)
welcoming everyone.

Melbourne Old Boys’ Lunch
Friday 12 October
Old Sydneians from Melbourne enjoyed a lunch
at Noir Restaurant in Richmond, convened by Mr
Tony Johnston (OS 1955) and attended by special
guest, Headmaster Dr Richard Malpass (OS 1994).
Other attendees were Donald Edwards (OS 194546), Michael Hanlon AM (OS 1946), Sam Williams (OS 1951), Prof. Jim Wiley (OS 1953-54),
Michael Dillon AM (OS 1962-63), Andrew Bush, Alan Evans and John Powys (OS 1963), Richard
Blanton (OS 1968), Peter Barnes (OS 1972), Andrew Phillips (OS 1974), Dr Ken Opeskin (OS
1976), Jonathan Isaacs (OS 1984), Justin Williams (OS 1986), Tim Rofe (OS 1994), Dr Mike
Letham (OS 1995), Benjamin Heenan and Fin Robinson (OS 2010) and Robbie Arnold, Cavan
Fairall and Gyan de Silva (OS 2016).

For more news on Old Sydneian events, or to
sign up to the Old Sydneians’ e-Newsletter,
emailed every term, please contact the School’s
Alumni Officer Wendy Scotter on
(02) 9332 5843 or at wes@sydgram.nsw.edu.au.
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Firsts Volleyball - All hands in!
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L-R: Sixth Form leavers Lachlan Andrews,
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